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20. ABSTRACT (cont.)

Controlled potential exposures of lead in phosphate, carbonate, chloride,
and sulfate solutions were conducted under various conditions of potential and
pH. The results of spectroscopic identification of the compounds present in
insoluble surface films were compared to theoretical Pourbaix diagrams for lead
in simp]e solutions of the appropriate ions and to potentiodynamic polarization
curveo for the solutions used. Experimental results showed only partial agree-
ment with theoretical predictions. The major reason for the lack of agreement
seem:. xi be the failure of calculations to include all of the species present
in the solutions used.

Raman spectra of thin oxide films formed on Armco iron by high temperature
oxidation were also obtained. For both iron and lead surface films, a minimum
thickness or approximately 200 angstroms was found necessary to permit observa-
tion of a useable spectrum.
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I. INTRODUCTION

J] thL first halt of the nineteenth century, Fdraday

first used the tPrm "passive metal" to describe d metal

which was utir.*act ive tinder condi tions where,

thermodynamically, it should oxidize (1). Observing that

pure iron reacts I00,000 times more slowly with concentrated

nitric dcid than it does with dilute nitric acid, he

pioposed that some sort of invisible film protected, or

passivated, thr. iron in the concentrated solution. The

ta ure and composition of such a film were not known.

Today, att2r over 130 years of study, we know a great deal

about the conditions which "-ill cause or prevent corrosion;

however, we are still unsure about the nature and

composition of thin passive films or. wetal surfaces exposed

to wati-r (21.

whctner exposed to water or air, all but the noble

metals dre 4lmost invariably used under conditions where

"-heir oxidas are thermodynamically stable relative to the

ietal and ozygan. It is the presence of thin surface films

which slou or nearly stop the otidation reactions and allow

metal objtL.2ts to exist withput rapidly oxidizing to a

useless state. A good definition for passivity is,

therefore, "the loss of chemical reactivity, under certain

environmental conditions,' (3).

Two major theories 4ave bee4 proposed to explain the

protection of the underlying metal: the adsorption theory,

which states that passivity is achieved by the formation of

I-----•
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d thin layer of adsorbed oxygen (4,5); and the oxide-film

tit.ory, wtich states that a monolayer or thicker film of

injolublQ oxide provides protection (5,6). Regardless of

ihich theory is closer to the truth, there are three aspects

ot dqucaus passive films generally agreed upon:

1) A film can be extremely thin, maybe less than a

moi.olayer (7,8), and still provide protection.

2) Films contdin considerable amounts of water (3,9).

3) Films are extremely delicate and are subject to

change when removed from the metal or from the corrosive

rnvironment (3).

Although there are several experimental techniques which

ar-a us~ful in d4termining the rate of corrosion of a metal

sdepI, determining the composition of the oxidation

pLod UCtS is d difficult problem. A non-destructive

dualytizal method is needed to identify the compounds

prtsf.nt in an extremely thiia crystalline or amorphous film

oi a metal surface while it is immersed in an aqueous

solution. Untortunately, at present, no ons technique meets

all of these requirements. There are several surface

analytical methods such as Auger electron spectroscopy

(AES), secondary ion mass spectrometry (SINS), low energy

elcctron diffraction (LEED), and electron spectroscopy for

chemicai analysis (ESCA) (10) which can" examine films of

monolayer thickness. These extremely sensitive methods

require ultra high vacuum, which introduces the possibility

of altering a surface film by removal of water. At the sams

° iZ
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tiat., thu-t t:chniqtats such as ellipsometry (11) and the

many '!b%!ctrochemic.1l methods, which can be used in situ,

vhila a metal surfac3. is in the reactive solution, cannot

gxve infoimation to conclusivply identify the compounds

presetnt.

The u.;k of vibrational RaDan spectroscopy to

chara( irize surface films on metal in aqueous media offers

a unique compromise. Although not as sensitive to extremely

thin tiles as the high vacuum techniques, it gives more

informatiorn than the other methods, and it can be used in

situ. Unlike the other in situ techniques mentioned above,

it cab identify insoluble corrosion products. The reasons

for- using Raman spectroscopy in the study of corrosion may

be summarized as follows:

1) because wat-er is a weak Raman scatterer, spectra can

be obtained from samples immersed in aqueous solutions

(12). Aqueous surface films may be analyzed vhile

avoiding any c,,anges due to the drying required by most

techniques.

21 Vibrational baman spectroscopy aLan permit

unambiguous identification of compounds present. It can

differentiate between compounds and between polynorphs

ot the same compound (13,14).

3) Both crystalline and amorphous files -ill give Raman

• |spfctra. Passive films have been described as

crystalline, amorphous (15), or a combination of

crystalline and amorphous phases (16,17).



'4) Sptctra can be obtained from films as thin as 50

adnyqtrums on m,-ral substrates (18, 19)

5) Sin:ce only vibrations due to chomical bonds are

obscivcd, thcr, is no interference by the underlyingI mset al
6) Using visible light, Raman spectroscopy isI non-destructive to most substances.

In recent years, Raman spectroscopy has been used for

the study of surface species, both at solid-gas (20,21) and

sould-liquid interfaces (22-29), because of the unique

Sproperties listed above. The applicability of this

St&chnique to the stildy of aqueous corrosion has been

demonsttatetl by identifying oxide and chloride serface

layers )r, lead (12).

A brief review of the theory and use of vibration.-I

A.%en spectroscopy for surface analysis is presented in

Appendix I. More detailed discussions of surface film

spectroscopy may be found in the papers by Greenler (18,19).

Several books explain the theory and applications of Raman

spectroscopy at length (30-34).

I.A. Pourbaix Diagrams

In the study of aqueous corrosion, th-e potential-pH,.

Potkrbaix, diagram (35) is of considerable value. By

calculating the relative stabilities of possible metal and

solution species, the lowest energy species for any given

J
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conditions of pote.ntial and solution pH can be specified and

di.:;played oi, a two-dimensional diagram, as shown in Figure

I. Ths diagram identifies thermodynamically stable

compoutids for auny set of conditions.

Pourbaix diagrams have found wide application in

corrosiot, research (36-38) because they predict whether

immunity, passivation, or corrosion of a metal will occur

urider specific conditions, assuming that this behavior

depends on the nature of a surface film. In the lead-water

Pourbaix diagram of Figure 1, lead is predicted to be immune

to oxidation at low potentials (Pb is thermodynamically

stable), corroding at potentials in the Pb++, PbO, and Pb50 4

rr.jions (btlcause these forms have appreciable solubility),

aid passive in the PbO 2 region (because it is essentially

insoluble).

The iaportant, but unansuered, question is how accurate

are calculdtions based on free energy relationships in

describing the actual behavior of a metal in a solution.

Experibcntal investigations of some Pourbaix diagrams

conducted using elactrochemical polarization techniques have

shown some agreement and some disagreement with the

theoretical predictions (36,37,39-42). Electrochemical

techniques cannot determine the composition of a surface

film as required to thoroughly investigate the relationship

btrweer. the diagram and actual passive films. Raman

sp•_ctroscopy is uniquely suited to identify the species

prcsont in an insoluble film in situ, under conditions where
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passivity is predicted by thermodynamics.

I.S. Luad

Thtrx are several reasons for choosing lead for an

clwctrozhemical and Baman investigation of the Pourbaix

diagram:I
1) Lead electrodes have been studied extensively

(43-46) because of their use in storage batteries so

thtir 1eectrochemical reactions are generally

understood.

2) Th'ougnout history, ledd has been used for

coi.struction and decorative coverings because of its

resistance to corrosion. Today this property gives lead

cotisiderable use in the chemical industry (3,47). While

it is well known that the corrosion resistance is due to

thin surface films, these have only been examined in

detail in sulfuric acid solutions (48-60) and, to a

lesser extent, in hydrochloric acid (61-64).

3) The oxidation products of lead are generally good

Raman scattering species because of the presence of lead

atoms, the large number of electrons tending to give

large polarizability.

4) Oxidation of lead in aqueous media-can make thick

protective or non-protective surface films (35). Films

of varying thicknesses are necessary because the

thickness required to give a useful Raman spectrum is



not well defined.

5) Lead exhibits sev3ral oxidation states, and its

oxides can exist as different polymorphs (35,65): thus,

it is typical of the commonly used metals.

Previous research on the aqueous corrosion products of

ledd has involved calculation of the lead-water Pourbaix

diagram (35), the lead-water-chloride diagram (66), and the

lead-water-sulfate diagram (67,68). The theoretical

pLudictions for the sulfate system have been investigated

experimazntally using electrochemical methods (56) and X-ray

diftraction (49,69). The experimental findings shoved that

expozute in sulfuric acid solutions formed a multilayer

surface tilI consisting of oxides and sulfates. The

corrosion product layers consist of several different

coapounds, a condition that could not be predicted by the

Pourbdix diagram. A recent brief analysis of the chloride

diagram using Raman spectroscopy (12) found that the

compound 3PbOoPbCl2. which was considered in calculating the

diagram, probably exists as 3Pb(OH)2 ePbCl 2 , which was not

considered. The ability of Pourbaix diagrams to describe
tht behavior o• lead in aqueous media has, therefore, not

been proven be,:ause of shortcomings in calculation of the

diagrams.

"41
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PbO2

bP

.u Pb

04 a 12

pH

Figure 1. Pourbaix diagram of the lead-water system,

M. Pourbaix, Atlas of Electrochemical
Equilibria in Aqueous Solutions, NACE,

Houston (1974).
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11. EXPERIMENTAL

II.A. oaman Spectrometer XA..

Rdtdi* spectra were recorded with a Spex Industries Model

1401 doublt monochromator using a photon counting system. A

simplitied optical schematic of this type of spectrometer is

shown in figure 2. A Coherent Radiation Laboratories Model

CR-J argon ion laser is located beneath the monochromator,

and the laser beam is directed by a mirror to the bottom of

the sample container. Both the 488.0 and 514.5 nf.

wdveleutjth lines were used. With either line, the power at

th• sample was approximately 500 ow. Some of the light

scatto'..-d by the sample is collected by the lens (L),

positionea 90 degrees from the vertical laser beam, and is

focused onto the entrance slits of the monochromator. Light

z--irring the slits i- collimated by a mirror and dispersed

by the tirst grating. The light, now dispersed according to

frequency, is directed by a second collimating mirror and a

plane mirnor to the intermediate slits. The narrow

trequet.cy band of light which has passed through the first

sonochromator then enters a second, identical monochromator

where it is dispersed again to maximize rejection of stray

light and narrow the frequency band. The light which leaves

the exit slits is incident on the photocathode of a

photomultiplier tube, the detector. Each -photon reaching

the photomultiplier is converted to an electrical pulse

which is amplified and counted •v an Elscinto Inc. counting

system. The number of counts (numb.r of photons) detected

o -
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per selected time interval is converted to an analog signal

which drives the pen on a strip chart recorder. A frequency

range is scdnned by turning the two gratings in the

tionochromator simultaneously so that the frequency of light

rt-Achinq the photomultiplier is changed. The Raman spectrum

rucorded is thus a plot of light intensity vs. frequency,

whtere the frequency of interest is actually the difference

from the excitation frequency.

For all daman spectra, the metal sample was held at an

•nqlta of twenty degrees from vertical to optimize

observatiOn c e~aman scattered light. As explain-Rd in

detdil by Grenler and Slager ({1), the angle between the

samplet surtace, and the incident beam controls how strongl-

thc electric vctor of the incident light may interact with

molecules in a surface film. The angle also affects the

daount ot stray light entering the monochromator. The

sample must be positioned so that the specularly reflected
iI

wxcitiiig radiation is not collected by the focusiag Lons;

only scattered light should reach the entrance slits (70).

For example, an incident angle of 45 degrees would direct

the full intensity of the laser beam into ti.e sonochromator,

making observation of the weak Raman lines nearly

impossible. In consideration of both of these effects, the

20 degree alignment shown in Figure 4 gives the strongest

haaan spectrum. The same angle was also found to give the

=- •t spectra of palletS, so all pellat spectra were obtained

with the surface uf the pellet at a 20 degree angle from the



vertical laser beam.

[efore using RHnan spectra to identity compounds present

in surLacfr films, spectra of pure compounds were required

for relerence. Orthorhombic PbO, PbC 2 1, and PbBr 2 were

purchased from Alfa Products, Inc.; basic lead carbonate,

(PbCU 3 ) 2 .Pb(OII) 2 , from Mallinckrodt Chemical Works, Inc.;

Pb3 O4  and PbO2 , from Allied Chemical, Inc.; and PbSO4 , from

J. T. Daker Chemical Company, Inc. Reagent grade samples of

these compounds were placed in 1.5 om. diameter glass

capillary tub*.s and their spectra recorded. Some lead

species decomposed in the laser bean or gave weak spectra so

th%±Se were pressed into pellets of the lead compound alone

or of thL compound mixed with potassium bromide. In all

cd.us, pellets yielded stronger spectra than the powders.

Ii.B. Preparation Of Lead Samples

The lead used in aqueous exposures was supplied by Alfa

Products, Inc.. Danvers, Mass., as 1 am. thick foil of two

types: 99.9995% and greater than 99% purity. Both types

wtre used interchangebly and seemed to give identicalf results. In order to clean the lead of its surface oxide

layer prior to an aqueous exposure, one of three different

methods was used:

1) immersion in dilute nitric acid solution for five

miuutes to dissolve the surface, giving soluble lead

nitrate,

|I
d - -
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2) polishing with emery paper followed by immersion in

warm, concentrated ammonium acetate solution for five

Luinutei, or

3) immersion in warm, concentrated ammonium acetate

solution for five minutes.

Polishing with abrasivo silicon carbide paper was

discontinui~d because electron micrographs such dS that shown

iii Figure 3 rfvealed that SiC particles froa the polishing

romain.d embedded in the sample surface. Since the

pdrticles tcnd to disrupt the surface, the polishing was

stopptd and immersion in concentrated ammonium acetate

solution alon-.- was used for most exposures. All three

saspl.! preparation methods gave very similar lead surfaces;

ail gav% thu same shiny silver appearance and no differences

ii exposures or in resulting spectra were observed. After

cleaning by one of these methods, the lead sample was washed

with distilled water, dried and polished lightly with

K±•WIP•.S, and immediately placed in the selected solution.

Ii.C. Simple Immersion Exposures

Some lead exposures were conducted by simply immersing

lead samples, which had been cleaned by the methods detailed

above, in reactive solutions and allowing them to react bt

whatever equilibrium potential they assume, No electrical

connections were made and no attempt was made to control the

potential. A lead strip, 5 X 1 cm., was clamped to the side
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ol ci I yrx beaker of solution as shown ill Figure 4 lhe

-I;uc I ition s and co:iditions used for this type of expo.., e

av.tii t.d in Table 1. All solutions were made from reagent

yr.ade components and distilled water.

Simple immersion exposures were conducted with either

air saturated or deaqrated solutions. For air saturated

conditions, laboratory air was pumped into the solution

through a frittd glass cylinder for thirty minutes before

and throughout the period of exposure. To achieve deaerated

conditions, dry nitrogen was bubbled through the solution

foL thirty minutes before and during exposures. Samples

red1ai•ed in solution for perio4s of one or more days before

b.*ing analyzud in the Haman spectrometer.

II.D. Cunditions For Electrochemical Exposures

ThE conditions for potentiostatic eleLtruchemical

exposures were chosn using two sources, calculated PourbaixI, diagrams (71), and potentiodynamic polarization curves. The

two sources were used together to provide both a

theoretical, thermodynamic basis and an experimental basis

ror choosing exposure conditions.

Solutions were selected to give pH's. in as many

different regions of the Pourbaix diagrams a1 possible. The

Z compositions of the solutions used for controlled potential

exposures are listed in Table II. Care tas also taken to

insure that potentials were chosen so that. samples were

x ii
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exposed in every region of the diagram calculated to be

pr..seint at that pHl.

Puot'ntiodytmimic polarization curves were recorded for

ý,tch solution used to see if the behavior of lead in a

solution corresponds to the Pourbaix diagram and to select

exposure potentials where this ' xperimental technique

irndicatr-s the formation of different species. The current

vs. potential curves were run between -0.76 V versus the

stdadaLd hydrogen electrod-, SHE, and +1.24 V.

A block diagram of the apparatus for measuring

polarization curves is shown in Figure 5. An Slscint Model

UtsA-2t, automatic baseline advance device drove the WL-1

p[tnti~stdt at a scan rate of 4OmV/min. The outputs of the

potntiostat, the potential and resulting current, were

plotted on an MFE 815 Plotmatic X-Y recorder. Polarization

curves were recorded with a reduction cycle first so the

sdmple would have a clean, reduced surface when the

oxidation cycle, of greater interest, was begun. In this

way, Ito surface species which might alter the initial

oxidation processes were thought to be present.

I1.E. kotentiostatic Exposures

Lead samples were exposed to aqueous solutions for

periods varying from 6 minutes to 24 hours at controlled

potentials. At or near the end of the exposure period a

Haman spectrum of the metal surface was recorded. This was



don.-, in a manner very similar to that used for simple

immeL-.lun txpo•ures, without removinq the sample trom the

!solution o. disconnecting it from the potentiostat.

,rht Llectrochemical cell shown in Figure 6 was used, in

th._a sampl compartment of the spectrometer, to permit the

recorjiig of iMaman spectra while the sample was undergoing

oxiaation in an aqueous solution. The cell is typical of

electrochemical cells in most respects (72); the auxiliary

el-ctrode is platinum mesh and the potential is maintained

(1)y a potc ntiostat) relative to a saturated calomel

el.:ctroie which is connected to the solution by a glass

Luqqin capiilldry positioned 1-2 ma. from the working

el.tctrcde starrace. The unusual aspect of this cell is the

i itape dind position of the working electrode. It consists of

a flat lead sample held close to the bottom and one side of

the cylindrical glass cell at an angle of 20 degrees from

v.-rtical so that it is in an excellent position for

observation ot Raman spectra.

Two ditferent types of sample holder were used during

this research. The first and simplest, shown in Figure 7,

consists of a hollow glass tube into the ehd of which was

sealed d 1 X 5 cm. lead strip attached to a copper wire.

Thv* back aisd edges of the strip and the opening of the glýss

tube were coated with beeswax to allow only a measured area

-'A or the sample to come in contact with the solution. The

coi=nection between the copper wire and the lead was made

inside th, tube so no copper reached the solution. Sample

I
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strips for this type of holder were bent to give the proper

20 degrae 4aigle with the laser beam.

1h a 3ternate type ot sample holdcr used was a larger

device made ot Tdiflon which holds a 2.8 X 5.7 cm. flat,

rectangular sample. This size was chosen because, after in

situ examination by Raman spectroscopy, the sample can be

camoved from the holder, dried, and it will fit the sample

holder of a Wilks Scientific Corporation Model 9 multiple

specular reflection attachment for infrared

•eflection-absorptioU analysis (71). The sample holder,

shown in Figure 8, allows only one faca of the sample to

come it. contact with the solution and holds it at the proper

aislle tor raman examination.

Two pctentiostats were used, a Wenking Model LT73 and

the WL-1, a device constructed in our laboratory. Both are

vzry similar, consisting mainly oi a voltage feedback

circuit utilizing negative feedback. Both can supply

potentials ranging from +2.0 V to -2.0 V relative to the

rcfereL.ce electrode. The LT73 can supply a maximum of 1.0

amperes and the WL-1, 1.5 amperes. currents of this

magnitude were observed, under some conditions, due to the

large samples used. Taking advantage of the current to

voltagc conversion circuitry present in the.potentiostats,

current was recorded versus time cn a strip chart recorder

tnroughout the potentiostatic exposures.

In preparation for a controlled potential exposure the

electrcchetical cell, Figure 6, was filled with one liter of
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th•- appropriite solution and positioned in the sample

compartment of the Ramin spectrometer. Three of the cell~s
necK wire sedled with rubber stoppers, one held the

thcrmomzter, and the fifth neck contained the gas dispersion

tubc. For thirty minutes before introduction of the sample,

the slution was stirred and purged of reactive dissolved

gdsses by bubbling nitrogen throuqh it. The gas purge and

stirrirag were continued throughout the controlled potential

oxidation.

After thirty minutes of purging, the platinum mesh

.duxiliary clectrode and the Luggin capillary were placed in

th., c=all. The Luggin probe was connected to a beaker of the

Jt:-arato:d soluti.on containi.ig the saturated calcmel

c.-ttrenc:! t=lectrod. by Tygon tubing. The lead electroie,

cIzdnLa as dhscribed previously and mounted in the sample

holdEr, was positioned in the cell. The three electrodes

were tht.n connected to the potentiostat terminals and the

sptcified voltage was applied.

The exposur.s were conducted for various lengths of

time, more time being required for some films to become

-t tic iough to giv:. a good R44an spectrnm than others. The A

Scell vas in a thermostatically controlled room so the
Ssolution tcpsratur:? was maintained at 25±2 degrees.

After oxidation, without disturbing th.-electrochemical

i cell, an in situ Raman spectrum of the sample surface was

recorded. Th is r-quired only turning on the Raman

Siustrrsment and possibly adjusting the position of the cell

-----i
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to focus scattered light on the entrance to the

moitochLOUI- tor. It the spectrum observed was weak or12un ijstetIAt, T.he potcntiostatic exposure was continued so

th:. surfdce film might become thicker and give more intense

Hdman scatteiring.

Once dn in situ eaman spectrum of sufficient intensity

to chaiacttrrize the surface film had been recorded, the lead

working electrode was disconnected from the potentiostat,

removed trou the solution, and thoroughly washed with

distilled water. After drying at room temperature, the

suaplt via rcturned to the spectrometer and a Raman spectrum

ot the dzy surface was obtained. By examining the sample

both in the soiution and in the dry condition, any changes

du.e to removal of water from the film should have been

obs.rvrrd.

To cotifira the Basan findings and_ to answer some

questions about the surface films formed electrochemicall r

some samples were examined by X-ray diffraction. The

diffraction patterns were recorded using a General Electric

I1GJ1 X-ray unit with a copper target.

Some samples were examined by scanning electron

microscopy on a Hitachi Scanscope 3SS-2 with a Tektronix

C-27 oscilloscope camera, Samples were cut into saatll

pieces, about 6 X 6 nm. , L- fit into the S Mr sample chamber

and they were examined uncoated. Some samples were analyzed

with an AAiR 1000 SEM and an EDAX 7071 X-ray energy

disperssivf. analyzer.
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ro m•.•a;ure the thickness of a corrosion product film on

a ladd surface, special samples were prepared. A thin layer

ot (ola was vacuum deposited on a glass microscope slide

then a layer of lead was deposited on the gold using a

Hitachi Model HUS-4GB vacuum evaporator.. The gold allowed

elrctrical contact to be made with the lead and provided a

nonreactive reflecting surface when the lead was completely

oxidized. During deposition, part of the gold was masked by

another micros;cope slide so that a sharp step equal in

iizight to the lead thickness was created, as shown in Pigurc

9. The height of the step was measured before and after

potentiostatic oxidation by a Taylor-Hobson Taylstep-1, a

stylus type profile instrument with vertical resolution

better than 10 angstroms.

Thre vacuum deposited samples could not fit the sample

holders used for in situ Raman spectroscopy so they were

cldMpOd in position during exposure and removed as soon as

the oxidation period was completed. No in situ spectra were

dttcmpted due to the difficulty of positioning the samples,

tonly spectra of the dried samples were measured.

II.F. Iron Exposures

Several oxides of iron are readily avail-able as reagent

grade powders. Ferrous oxide, FeO, was purchased from

PPfaltz and Bauer, Inc., Fe,.O4 , from Amend Drug and Chemical

Company, and 9-Fe 2 03 , from Alfa Products, Inc. Pure FeOOH

t -
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is not available so two polymorphs were synthesized.

Crystalline c<-PeOOH was precipitated by hydrolysis of

0. 1h ferric oxalate solution at the initial pH of 6.5

(ddjusted by the addition of 1M NaHCO solution) (73,74).

The solution was held at 1000C for 45 minutes and allowed to

cool. The resulting precipitate was washed with distilled

water, separated from the solution by centrifuqation, and

dried at room temperature.

Hydrolysis of a ferrous chloride solution formed

X-FeOOh. A solution of 20g. FeCl 2 .4H 2 0 in 500 ml. of water

was added to 100 ml. of 2M hexamethylenetetramine solution,

giving -a blue-,]reen Fe(OH)2 precipitate. To this was added

100 ml. Ot IM INaNO 2 solUtion and th-! mixture was held at 600

C for thrt hours (75,76). After cooling, the rust-colored

prt-cipitate !as removed by filtration, washed with water,

dnd dried at 1000 C.

Raman spectra were recorded with the compounds in KBr

pellets. The identity and purity of the synthesized

compounds were confirmed by their infrared absorption

spectra (71).

Arr.co iron samples were mechanically polished and washed

with distilled water to give a clean surface. For high

teaperaturt exposures the samples were placed-in a preheated

laboratory tube furnace for specified time periods. Upon

completion of aa exposure, a sample was cooled to room

temperature and a Raman spectrum of its surface was recorded

in, the manrer used for dry lead samples.
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TABLE I

Conditions for Simple Immersion exposures

CONLITION SOLUTION COMPOSITION OXYGEN CONTENT

a 211 HCl deaerated

b 0.1M HC1 deaerated

a 0. .1 HCl air saturated

d 0.1M Hir air saturated

e 2.3M HBr deaerated

"f 0.01M NaOH deaerated

q 0.01M laOH air saturated

h 0.58 NaOH air saturated

ti
I=

L
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TABLE II

Solutions Used for Controlled Potential Exposures

S0LUTION pH COMPOSITION

1 7.0 0.063 M KH PO , 0.037 M NaOH

2 10.0 0.041 M WaHCO * 0.018 Mt UaOH

3 1.1 0.1 M HC1

47.0 0.063 R KH PO * 0.037 ft NaOH,
2 4

0.1 M KC1

5 10.0 0.0411 R NaHCO , 0.018 if NaOH,
3

0.1 Nt KC1

6 1.0 0.1 " H SO
2 4

7 6.5 0.1 ft SO
2 4

b 11.0 0.1 ft K SO 0.004 M KOH
2 4

I I

g--~=~C - -'-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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cell- MONOCHROMATOR

LASER

SIDE VIEW
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M•NOCHROMATOR

TOP VIEW

Figure 2. Schematic drawing of a laser Raman
spectrometer. Mirrors are labelled M,

7 i gratings, G, slits, S, and lens, L.

I
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Figure 3. Scanning electron micrograph of a lead
st.rface exposed in pH 7, phosphate buffer
at -0.11V vs. SHE for 19 hours. Magnification
2000X. Black particle consists of SiC,
white balls contain phosphate.
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pigure 4. Sample arrangement used for recording in

situ Raman spectra of simple immersion sample

surfaces.
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Figure 5. Block diagram of the equipment used to

record polarization curves.
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Figure 6. Drawing of the electrochemical cell used
"for in situ Ramai. spectroscopy.
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Figure 9. Vapor deposited lead film on glass for

film thickness measurements by a stylus
instrument.
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11l. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ill.A. ie£erence Spectra.

Iii order to use Raman zpectra to identify the compounds

present ii, surface films on lead, spectra of possible lead

compounds were needed for reference and comparison. Raman

spectra of several compounds are available in the

literature, but some other important species have not beer.

previously eKamined. One of the reasons for using lead in

this research was that, since it has a large polarizability

(i.e., loosely held electrons), its compounds were expected

to givw strong Raman spectra. Because lead is a heavy

eliwment, lost vibrations cf its compounds are very low in

frequency, but Raman instrumentation allows bands as close

to thc; exciting line as 20 cm- 1 to be observed without

ditticulty. As demonstrated by tne lead chloride spectrum

ot Figure 10, lead compound spectra were fo".nd to be

typically strong and low in frequency.

Identification of lead halides using Raman spectroscopy

is vezy easy and conclusive, Eight of the ten Raman bands

observtd in the spectrum of single crystal lead chloride

(77) may be seen in the spectrum of the powder in a

capillary tube. Since the crystal structures of lead

chloride and lead bromide are identical, their Raman spectra

dre extraordinarily similar. Due to the presence of the

heavier bromine atom, PbBr has the same bands as PbC1 2 , but

wtiijited to lower frequencies (78).

haman spectra of the two poly&3rphic forms of PbO are
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iilvt,ljt.e in th• literature (13,14,79), and. they demonstrate

tl at the two forms are easily distinguishabil. Spectra ot

S4 1|,IlL:. sold as litharge, or tetrdgonal PhO, and massicot,

UL o[thorhsombic PbO, were recorded. They indicated that

bc.tth ot th.e samples were actually orthorhombic PbO.

As shown in Figure 11, spectra of Pbo can be slightly

differe-nt for different sample preparations. The spectrum

of PbO powder in a capillary tube is Pot the same as that of

the same compound in a pressed KBr pellet. Although both

are pLiudrily spectra of orthorhombic PbO, the pellet

sptctrum shows impurity bands at 84, 149, and 344 cm-a,

i.e., tho positions ot the three strong bands ot tetragonal

PbO. The qrinding required in the pellet making process

appareLtly transforms some of the orthorhombic oxide to the

lower energy, tetragonal form. The crystal structures of

the two oxides are very similar. The orthorhombic form is a

slightly distorted version of the tetragonal, which is the

thermodynamically stable form at temperatures below 4880 C

(o0,81). Orthorhombic PbO is stabilized by the presence of

small quaktities of various impurity ions (81,82), allowing

it to remdin indefinitely without reverting to the

tetragonal form. It is likely that small amounts of

impurities stabilize the reagent grade PbO so that it can

rLmdin in the orthorhombic form until intensive grinding

brings about the transformation.

Tnhc Raman spectrum of the most common carbonate of lead,

hydroch.rrusite, (PbC%) 2 Pb(OH) 2 , has not previously been
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published. The spectrum, shown in Figure 12, quickly

coutirms the presence of carbonate with the very strong 1051

cm-, band, thL, C-O symmetric stretch characteristic of

carbonates. The other bands specify the type of carbonate,

i.e., (PbCO 3)2 oPb(OH) 3

The mixed oxide Pb0 4 , minium, decomposed in the laser

beam and a spectrum could not be obtained. By making a KBr

pellet containing approximately equal amoonts of Pb3( and

K~r, the excellent spectra shown in Figure 13 were recorced.

This was the only lead compound to show marked differences

when using different excitation frequencies. The two

spectra of Pb 0 in Figure 13 were recorded under identical3 4
conditions, but the bands in the spectrum recorded with the

514.5 its. exciting line are two to three times as intense as

those in the 488.0 nm. spectrum. The change in spectral

iutensity is an example of pre-resonance enhancement of the

Haman transitions due to exciting the molecules with a

frequency near an electronic absorption band (30-32,83,84).

The other oxide of lead, lead dioxide, presents a

problem for vibrational •pectroscopy. There are no infrared

absorption bands at vavelengths above 240 cm-' (85), and no

faman bands were observed using either powder or pellet

saaples. When exposed to the laser, the black compound

rapidly decomposed, the exposed portion becoming pale yellow

in color. A spectrum of a PbO2  pellet which had been

exposea to the 514.5 nm. laser line for an hour is shown in

Figure 14. The spectrum Identifies the compound as
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orthorhombic PhO. Claarly the intense laser bean

tr'dn-tormed the PbO2 into orthorhombic Pbo.

In, t h t aqieoo,-; corrosion of a metal it is entirely

po:;sihl. that th I insoluble oxide layer may consist

primarily of one compound with one or more impurities

present. In order to determine the minimum concentration of

All. impurity substance required for detection by Raman

sp.,ctro,•copy, spectra of mixtures of the lead compounds were

L,-cordtd. Th? minimum detectable concentrations were fou,,-

to vary widely. From the spectrum of lead chloride

containing 0.95% (by weight) orthorhombic lead monoxide

shuwr. in Figure 15, it is clear that 1% or greater

Jrolportion of PbO in lead chloride should be easily visible.

'Th- -,tLonIj P1O binds at 143 and 292 cm-t which do not

cuinci-. with chloride bdnds are easily seen. This spectrum

shows thtt small amounts of oxide should be detectable in a

P;-ad chloride film. The opposite mixture, a small amount of

PhCl mixed with a large amount of PbO, showed that the

Raman s.pectrum of PbO is considerably stronger than that of

leded cnloride. No bands due to the chloride could be seen

in mixturcs containing up to 16% PbCl 2 . As shown in Figure

Io, these mixtures gave spectra of orthorhombic PbO alone,

with no hint of the impurity. It is probable that the

yellow PbO dominates the spectra of mixtures because its

el.ctronic absorption band, extending to approximately 450

lna. (86,87), is much closer to the excitation frequencies

used than that of colorless lead chloride. Pre-resonance

A
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R.amau vanhiancem--nt of the PbO spectrum can account for the

int4,nsity ot tht bands. Since there is considerable

variation in spectral intensity from one compound to

another,it has not been possible to specify any single

concentration which is the minimum detectable concentration

for which a use',tl Raman spectrum can be obtained. The

minimum concentrations for the lead compounds examined

varied trom approximately 0.5 to 30 percent.

I11.B. Simple Immersion Oxidation.

In order to develop the equipment and technique for

r,:co.diny in situ Raman spectra of lead surfaces oxidized in

aqueous solutions, clean lead strips were simply ismersed in

reactive solutions and allowed to corrode freely. After

4xposure- periods of from one to thirty-four days, spectra of

the relatively thick surface films ghich had formed were

recorded using the arrangement shown in Figure 3.

A lead strip was immersed in a deaerated 2.3 molar

hydrobromic acid solution and allowed to react for eight

days. At that time a thick gray film, crystalline in

appearance, had formed on the surface. The in situ Raman

spectrum of the surface, shown in Figure 17, clearly

indicates that it consists of PbBr2 . The six strongest

hands in the spectrum of pure lead bromide are present in

the spectrum of the film. Furthermore, the band shapes and

frequencies in spectra of the film and of the powder are
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idetitical.

Tht scapl.- Was allowed to continue reacting undisturbed

in tht solution, dnd the crystalline surface film developed

into white, needle-like crystals one to two centimeters in is
length. After a total immersion time of 34 days, the sample

was rcmov(d and dried at room temperature. The white

crystals wt~re scraped off and ground into powder to simplify

the 5(:asurement of a Eaman spectrum. The spectrum was

dfaAnticai to that of the surface film. It is clear that the

aMadn spectrum ot a thick film is identical to that of a

bulk sample; eaman scattering from a powder is not

siquificantly difrerent from scattering from a tilm.

Lead sasples were exposed to dilute hydrochloric acid

s:olutiothS with thet expectation ti t they would react more

rapidly with chloride than with bromide ions. Although at

least four days of immersion wert required to form a lead

bromide surfacp layer thick enough to give a good spectrum,

lad it. licl solution formed a dark gray coatihg which was

sufficiently thick to give a lead chloride spectrum after

•eighteen hours of exposure The in situ Raman spectra of

sample surfaces which had been reacting in air saturated 0.1

molar hydrochloric acid for varying lengths of time are

shown in Figura 18. While the thin film of the eighteen

hour viposurt is difficult to identify, as the films became

thicker, the spectra became more and more like that of the

powder shown in Figure 10. These exposures were conducted

in aerated solutions; however, samples exposed in

__ _ _ _ _ _i

g'1
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deoxygenated HC. solutions gave identical spectra. As

demonstrated by the spectra of Figure 19, the only effect of

the prisenice or absence of oxygen is apparently in the rate

of the reaction; a PbCl 2 film became thick enouigh to give a

good spectrum much sooner when the solution contained

dissolved oxygen. The presence of dissolved orygen makes

the sclution more corrosive to lead (88), increasing the

amount ot dissolved Pb+÷ ions present. Since the formation

ot lead chloride probably depends only on its solubility

product, increasing the amount of Pb+÷ present has the
eftect of increasing the amount of PbCI 2  which is

pL-cipitat.d. The same effect was noted in hydrobromic acid

exposurts, i.e , lead bromide appears to form more rapidly

under air :-dturated conditions.

Lead immersed in a basic solution (0.01 M VaOH) under

dtaerated conditions was oxidized to tetragonal PbO as the

spcctrum of Figure 20 indicates. The spectrum differs

considerably from that of the orthorhombic form, and it

agrees coap!tely with single crystal spectra of the

tetragonal form published previously (13); there is no

difficulty in determining which polyworph of PbO is present.

In air saturated exposures to sodium chloride solutions,

a different product formed. Instead of adull, gray PbO

coating, a thick, white substance appdared on both the

sample and S: 3s container surfaces. The white precipitate

was ideutified as basic lead carbonate by its spectrum; both

tha sample surface and the material scraped from the side of
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thub couitaiiner gave identicdl sp..ctra. Figure 21 shows a

sýpt=Ctt'IW oi th.? dri,:d sot a p I u suirface: and one of reagent

gLade bs ic ledd carbonate, (*bC( Pb (nl. No spectra

w(.re recorded in situ because the precipitate on the

container prevented light fLom reaching the sample.

Sir.ce they were found only on the lead surface, the

ia-ur' of the reactions forming the lead halides could not

hu deti-rmirined from these experiments, although it is assumed

that they are precipitated from dissolved ions. They could

be formed by a solid state reaction at the lead surface. It

is evident from the nature of the precipitate that the basic

lead carbcnate was formed from dissolved carbon

dioxide/cdrbonate species reacting with lead ions in

solutioln. Lead and lead monoxide have appLrciable

solubility in alkaline solutions (35,47), so the presence of

dissolved carbonate controls which compound is form When

little or no carbonate is present, as in a c ierated

solution, lead is oxidized to tetragonal PbO, but when

dissolved carbon dioxide is present, as it is in air

saturated exposures, it reacts with lead icns to form the

insoluble carbonate.

It is not known if PbO formed in the aerated solution.

No indication of PbO bands was seen in the Raman spectra of

the surface, but the oxide may have been present under a

"layer of basic lead carbonate thick enough to prevent

detection of the otide. It has been estimated that light is

;catieied trom a surface layer with a thickness on the order

Z
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ot the wavelength of the light (89), in this case

approximately 500 nm. Althouqh accurate measurement of the

titickness of the carbonate coatings could not be made, the

ldyiyr was estimated to be nearly a millimeter thick, several

orders of m-lititude greater than the light causing Raman

scatteLing could penetrate.

A summary of the spectral results of the simple

immersion exposures is presented in Table III. In addition

to identification of the compounds compr',sing the surface

films, the immersed samples were use'e , ) develop toe

S~~apparatus and technique used for the A ectrochemicall y

o~idiZed lead sample analysis, the more impertant part of

this research.

IIl.C. Lead - Water ?ourbaix Diagram

"as mentioned in the experimental section, both

cal.culated Poirbaix diagrams and potentiodynamic

polarization curves were used to determine the exposur:

Sconditions required to thoroughly investigate the behavior

i of lead in water. The simplified Pourbaix diagram available

in th&e literature (35)| is shown in rigure 1. It designates

Lheoretical conditions of stability for Pb, Pb*+, tetragonal

PbO, PbO 4 , and PbO2 . Because more recent aad, presumably,

more accurate thercodynaaic dat4 has become available in the

years since the calculation of that diagram, it was

dvsirable to recalculate the diagram using the recent data.
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Tn-. sliqhtly altered lead - water Pourbaix diagram resulting

from applying new free energy values (90) to the same

cthemical reactions and equilibria used by Pourbaix (35) is

shown in Figure 22. The revised values for free energy used

are pLesented in Table IV. Although the values do not

differ from previous ones by large amounts, they do cause

considerable changes in the diagram since they affect the

slopes of the equilibrium lines. The most obvious

ditfercnce is the appearance of a region where Pb2 03 is

predicted to be stable.

T-it ' Pourbdix diagram of Figure 22 was used to select the[pti values ot interest. No acid solutions were chosen

b'ecdu-:; they were predicted to form no insoluble species,

only ILad or plumbous ions appear in the acid region of the

diagr'im It was f'elt that any acid chosen to achieve a low

Sphi would hav.e a strong effect on the behavior of the lead.

Dissolv,-d b*# ioens either remain in solution or precipitate

as salts. of the anions present in the acid. No meaningful

L441 - water reactions can be examined in the acid region

with the prasence of anions.

In neutral and basic solutions, insoluble lead oxides

are predicted to be stable so solutions of pH 7 (phosphate)

Sand ph 10 (bicarbonate) were selected for controlled

Spote•tiai exposures. These buffer solutions, the

...copostiots of which are listed in Table I1, were similar

to those used in the past for electrochemical investigationsI of Pourbaix diagrams for othtr zetals (42,91). It was hoped
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that the presence of dissclved buffer species would net

affect the equilibria of the diagram, that the surface films

which tormed would be results of lead - water reactions

Owly, with no interference from the dissolved ions of the

phosphate or carbonate species.

Thi potentials for potentiostatic exposures were nhosen

so that they were representative of the various regions of

the Pourbaix diagram and, also, so that they represented

each ot the regions which appeared in potentiodyn-.ic

polarization curves. Polarization curves were recorded for

lead in the solitions of interest between -0.76 V and ÷1.24

V vs. SHE. This potetial range was chosen to examine the

behavior of lead throuqhout the Pourbaix diagram. Since the

purpostr of the research was to study aqueous corrosion,

potentials where water is stable were the only ones of

intt;rcst. To pernit the formation of relatively thick films

which were expected to allow some comparison with

potentiostatic exposures, the polarization curves were
hA

recorded during slow potential scans, 40 mnV/minute.

Anodic polarization curves for lead in the pH 7 and pH

10 solutions are shown in Figure 23. From the Pourbaix

diagram it is apparent that lead is thermodynamically stable

within part of the region of water stability. The lowest

oxidative wave of each curve seems to correspond,

dpproximately, to the potential of the Pb/PbO transition.

At lower potentials, net current flow was in the reducing

direction, as is likely where lead is stable, and at higher
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Apot.-,ntiil s culrLent flowed in the direction of oxidation,

cu:rtaiz ly initicatiiig that an oxidition product was formed.

Ti, upper wavoes, at +1.05 V in p1l 7 and at +0.88 V in p1l 10,

roughly correspond to the predicted Ph2 O3 /PbO 2 transition Y!

potentials. It is in agreement with the Pourbaix diagram

that th.e potentials of the transitions are higher in neutral

than ini basic solutions, In the pH 10 polarization curve,

thi oxidative wave going Off scale at 1.20 V undoubtedly

L'cpres"nts oxygen evolution, dlthough the potential is

considerably higher than the calculated oxygen evolution

line, 'b' in Figures 1 and 22. rhe other, smaller, waves

sk..!n in the polarization curves ef both solutions are not

imme-diately 'explained by the Pourbaix diagram. They could

b,_ du. to formation of the intermediate oxides Pb 0 or
3 4

Pb2 u,, Lormation of some species which involve the buffer

solution, or due io some kinetic effect. Positions of

polarization curve waves depend on sweep rate and

concentration of reactants as well as on sample material and

solution composition :92). Clearly, the polarization curves

and Pourbaix diagrams alone cannot adequately describe the

oxidation of lead in the buffer solutions. To find whether

thc waves of the polarizazion curves actually identify the

same tranbitions predicted in the Pourbaix diagram, the

conposition of the surface filas oust be analyzed by Paman

4-pectroscopy.

-N-
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III.C.I. immunity Region.

Potentiostatic exposures of lead samples were conducted

in earh of the various potontial regions identified by

Pour~aix ciagrams and polarization curves. At low

pot.antials lead is calculated to be thermodynamically

stible, o0 immune to oxidation. Electrochemical exposures

confirwed the prediction.

In tht pH 7, phosphate solution exposure at a potential

ot -0.b2 (V vs. SHE) resulted in a very small reducing

current, and the samples remained silver and shiny in

appearance throughout the exposures. Raman spectra could

not be observ-d from the surfaces either in sclution or

atter orying. From all indications, no surface film was

formed.

Exposure at -0. 16 V also give no spectrum. In the

Pourbaix diagram -0.16 V is in the iamunity region, but it

lies abovE the first oxidative wave of the polarization

curve. Current rpmained extremely small for that exposure,

0.06 mA/cnO, hut it was in the oxidizing direction.

Possibly lead is oxidized under these conditions, as the

polarization curve indicates, but the film may be very

protective. The -0.16 V exposure apparently did not exhibit

the immunity predicted by the calculations of the Pourbaix

diagram.

-.... The results of exposures at low potentials in pH 10

solution were sliqhtly different. At -0.80 V the sample

remained shiny, not current flow was in the reducing

<1
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(1rvctiouj, ,id no spectrum could bo observed, the same

iaurnity rcsults as in the phosphate butter. At a potential

of -0.42 V, nowover, while the sample remained relatively

shiny, current flow was in the oxidizing direction and the

surface gave a weax Raman band at 1050 cm-1, indicating the

pisence ut carbonate. Infrared reflection-absorption

spectroscopy, which is more sensitive to carbonate films of

this type, confirmed that the compound on the surface was

basic leau carbonate (71). From the spectroscopic results

it may be inferred that the oxidative wave at -0.36 V is not

necessarily an indication of a Pb to PbO transition but it

sLems to be related to the appearance of the basic

cdrbondte.

lI1.C.2. 1,bO Region.

According to the Pourbaix diagram of Figure 22, the

rcyion ot tetragonal PbO stability exists between -0.16 V

dud +0.62 V at pH 7 and bEtween -0.34 V and +0.42 V in pH 10

solutiot.. All potentiostatic exposures conducted in this

rtqion formed tetragonal PbO. They all formed relatively

thick, non-protective surface films which were identified by

2 Jthpir haman spectra. The physical appearances of the films

varied over the range of potentials. At lower potentials

the surfaces appeared gray, and oxidation currents were

moderate, bacoming constant at values near 0.05 mA/cmu. At

higher potentials the currants were higher and the color of
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the surtaces became blacker. The black lead oxide is known

to be a light colored lead monoxide layer with some

elemental lead dispersed on the surface, the oxide/water

interface (80). At the lower potentials where oxidation is

slowq.r, a smaller amount of elemental lead seemed to be

pL.ýsent. As the potential was raised and the rate of

oxidation increased, the color of the surfaces indicated

thdt the tilus contained more lead. Although the films had

differpat physical appearances, the Raman spectra of films

formed throughout the PbO region were identical, as shown by

the sptctra of Figure 24.

Lead samples exposed throughout the PbO region also

=xhibited similar current behavior with time. A typical

plot oi current versus time during such an exposure is shown

in Figure 25. All exposures which resulted in the formation

of tctragonal PbO showed similar current behavior with only

small difterences in the magnitude of current. The current

d~creased rapidly for approximately thirty seconds, rose

rapidly to a maximum after approximately one minute of

exposure, and then it gradually decreased, reaching a

relatively steady value after about ten minutes. The

initial drop in current can be attributed to the rapid

oxidation of the clean lead surface, forqing an initial

oxide layer. The cause of the current maximum after a

minute of oxidation is not so certain. It may indicate the

initiation of another process, perhaps the initial current

decrease is due to the surface being covered by one species
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which, atter formation ot a thin layer, is trausformaid to

another sp,.ci f. The cutrent b,-ha vior could also be

explditizd by thi simultaneous occurrence of two competing

pL'uC•S'-tt, such as a solid state reaction ani a dissolution

o0 pL(:cijtation process. If the rate of one process

depvndud on the concentration of dissolved lead or the

presence of an oxide film at the surface, it could have

changed greatly in thcs tirst minute of oxidation, as lead

was dissolved and an oxide film began to grow. A

siyniiicah~t cihange in the relative rates of two competing

r=-eactioins could account for the temporarily high current

obsc ved.

Siiic: tha same current behavior was observed in both

|,hOSphdt,. a•nd bicarbonate buffer solutions, it is unlikely

that dissolv w-a ,nions cause it. Since spectra of the

surtac. films indicated the presence of only tetragonal PbO,

it ady bt assumed that only the reactions forming PbO or

dissolvc-d lead ions are involved. Spectra of lead surfaces

were rr corded only after the current maximum had been

reached; therefore, information as to the state of the

surtact before the maximum was not obtained. The

instrum÷,arcztion used to record Haman spectra is not designed

for rapio scanning of a spectrum. A minimuR of three

minutes is required to scan the spectral region of interest,

so the one minute period between the initiation of a

potentiostatic oxidation and the current maximm is not
Senough to permit the recording of a spectrum, without even
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considcring the time needed to adjust the sample position

and optics to direct light scattered from the sample into

t,.-- MOLochromator. It should be pointed out that the

purpos, ot this research was to identify the -ompounds

cumprising surface films under conditions of relatively long

term oxidation, not to examine the initial phases of oxide

film formation, which would require different

instrum.aitation and experimental methods.

After in situ Raman spectra were recorded, each sample

was thoroughly washed with distilled water and allowed to

dry at room temperature. Raman spectra of the dried sample

surface were then recorded to detect any possible change in

the surtace film which might have occurred due to drying and

to makL sure that the spectra of the surface species were

due to insoluble compounds and not adsorbed or solution

species which could be rewoved by washing. All samples that

gave tetragonal PhO spectra in solution gave identical

spectra when dry. The similarity between wet aad dry sample

spectra is shown in Figure 26. In this investigation, in

situ spectra were generally found to have approximately half

the intensity of dry ones due to the difficulty of focusing

light scattered in the large electrochemical cell onto the

entrance slits of the monochromator, and because of losses

due to reflection and scattering from the glass cell and the

solution. The difference in spectral intensities was not

enough to be significant, although it meant that thinner

films could be identified frcm spectra of dry samples. The
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sptctra o. dried samples showed slightly better signal to

,noisu rdtjos, but all Raman bands of dry samples were also

d.-.tk:Ct•.i "LOM samples in solution. One drawback encountered

hn oI)tai•nit- spectra ot dried samples was the increased

iitensity of grating ghosts. Due to the qreater amount of

light directed into the monochromator hy dry samples, more

light was available to be diffracted improperly by the

9 L - tiny!,.

In gcnrral, when any lead sample was exposed to the

Icdser, thz current increased very slightly, no more than one

p..rcent, probably because the intense radiation disrupted

the. Joubie layer at the point of incidence. However, it was

found that titii oxidation current of a lead sample covered

wi•t• t-traygonal PbO increased sharply when the laser beam

ws ii.cid c:t on the surface_. When lead electrodes with a

tvtragondl PbO coating were exposed to laser radiation of

e-ither 468.0 or 514.5 nm. wavelength, the oxidation current

increased suddenly and markedly. An example of such

behavior is shown in the current vs. time curve of figure

27. Similar current behavior has been observed when lead

was oxidized in sulfuric acid solutions (54), because of the

photoconductivity of tetragonal PbO on Pb/PbO electrodes.

When a lead sample being oxidized in the.PbO region was

exposed to the laser beau, three effects were observed: the

current increased markedly, the spot of laser incidence

became brownish in color, and bubbles appeared at that spot.

TThe potential and thickness of the oxide layer affected the
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occurrence of these effects. Each became more pronounced

with Iiigher potentials and thicker films. The formation of

buobl.s at the point of laser incidence caused considerable

ditticulty in obtaining in situ spectra. A bubble

coaplicates the geometry of light scattering at the

solution/sample interface. Bubbles scatter large amounts of

light away from the direction desired for examination in the

spectrometer, thus weakening the observed Raman spectrum

qreatly. An example of the degradation of a spectrum by

bubble formation is shown in Figure 28. The bubbles

disappeared when the potential was removed. The only

differ.rc3. in recording the spectra of Figure 28 was in

potential. Bubbles were generated by the laser when the

potential was applied; when the potential was removed and

the el-cIcode could assume its rest potential, the bubbles

were no longer present.

Laser incidence caused the oxide films to turn brown if

the sample was irradiated while at a potential higher than

the Pb/PbO transition. The scanning electron micrograph in

Figure 29 shows the change in the surface due to the laser.

After the applied potential was removed the lead electrode

assumed a rest potential at the value of the lowest

oxidative wave of the polarization curve, and no further

color change was observed. The brown spot resained brown,

but irradiation of any part of the remaining gray or black

surface film caused no change in color, just as it caused no

further bubble formation.
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Apjparer.tly the reactions due to the laser bean are

potential dependent, indicatinq that the process is

photochemical in nature, not thermal decomposition as is

o0ttan see n with laser irradiation (83). It is very

ditficult to envision any thermal process resulting in the

dfcoaposition of PbO which could be potential dependent.

Thu photoelectrochemical process described by Pavlov,

Zanovd, atid Papazov (54) in which PbO is transformed to

brownish PnO2 Vith the formation of oxyqen gas and a

r. sultinq high photocurrent ss-ems to fit the observed

be*havior. Although the experimental s•tups were different,

Parlov, •t. al., used a lead electrode covered with a

transpaac-nt lead sulfate outer layer over tetragonal PbO
eAposCu to a tunqsten lamp, results of irradiated

p~tent1:st.tic exposures are very sitilar. A summary of the

pLocEss proposed by Pavlov follows.

The basic process' involves the reaction of PbO with

light uf wavelengths shorter than 650 nm. The energy of

light at this wavelength corresponds to 1.9 eV, the bandgap

Cenerqy toL tetragonal PbO (93). Interaction with light can

promott an electron into the conduction band of the oxide

leaving the PbO layer with electron holes in the

samiconauctor lattice,

PbO + hv -* PbOh+ + e- (1

El.actroj, holes are represented by h+ in Equation (1. The

holes move through the PbO due to the electric field imposed

across it until they collect at structural defects, which
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are plentiful in PbO. The holes interact with defects,

r, PLe..Itf.d by d, credting

[if * PbOd - PbOd+ (2

chargEd PIOd+ centers containing pb3+ ions which are

unstable. These quickly interact with another hole to form

a more stable PDb' structure.

h+ + PbOd÷ -9 PbOd2+ (3

Thbre is very little difference between the tetragonal PbO

lattice ard that of PbO 2  (80,94), so the PbOd2+ is

essentially load dioxide with an oxygen vacancy. Reaction

with water can easily eliminate the vacancy to complete the

pLocess.

PbOdZ+ + 1I0 -+ PbO + 2H+ (4

The rEaction of the PbO species with OH- ions from the

solution has been proposed to explain the formation of

oxygen (54) through a two step pathway,

[bOh, + OH- -4 Pbo + OH (ad) (5

PbOdZ+ + 20H- -. PbOd + 20H(ad) (6

The first step is the formation of adsorbed OH radicals

which may combine to liberate oxygen gas at the

f oxide/solution interface.

20H(ad) -. 1/2 0 + H 0 (7
2 2

The proposed mechanism agrees very well with the

observed results. The formation of bubbles, "the change to a

brown color, characteristic of Pb'÷, and the current

behavior are all explained. The scanning electron

micrograph of Figure 29 shows that the surface was radically
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changed by the laser. The surface of PbO which was not

exposed to laser radiation was very rough, and it appeared

black. The area irradiated by the 486.0 nm. line, however,

wys much smoother. The micrograph of that area, shown in

Figure 30, shows a relatively smooth film with only a few of

the flake-like features which completely covered the

unexpor.d parts of the sample.

It must be pointed out that no differences in the oxide

films due to laser irradiation were detected by Haman

spectroscopy. In all cases strong tetragonal PbO spectra

wt•rE recorded from all parts of each sample. As stated

previously, no spectra of lead dioxide were obtained so the

pre-_sence of Pb4+ species was undetectable. Apparently

enough tetragonal PbO was present after irradiation, either

mixLd with lead dioxide or in another layer, to give the

strong lead monoxide spectra observed.

The flake-like surface was not necessarily an indication

of tetragonal PbO, since PbO spectra were recorded from

areas without flakes. The flakes may consist of PbO or of

elemental lead (80) and, due to the surface roughness, give

the samples a black color. Whatever species or

characteristic they represent Is destroyed by laser

I irradiation at potentials above the Pb/PbO transition. !fI
they are due to tetragonal PbO their disap'pearance can be

explained by the theory of Pavlov (54) discussed above, but,

if thty are characteristic of elemental lead, then their

disappearance must be exFlained by some other reaction....I
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sm.chazaiss bhich is not known.

III.C.3. Higher Oxide Region.

Potentiostatic exposures were conducted at potentials as

high as +1.24 V giving no indication of the presence of

higher oxidcs. Raman spectra and X-ray diffraction patterns

tound that tetragonal PbO was the only compound present.

Potentiostatic exposures gave no correspondence with the

polarization curves. Exposures at potentials above and

nelow the oxidative waves observed at +1.05 V in pH 7 and

40.88 V in pH 10 all formed lead monoxide. No differences

wrre observed. Sample surfaces rapidly blackened during

exposure, and oxidation currents were similar to those found

throughout the PbO region, 0.1 to 0.4 mA/cm 2 .

A summary of the results of expc.-ures in the pH 7 and pH

10 bufter solutions is presente. in Table V. The

relationship of these experimental results to the calculated
! Pourba''" diagram is shown in Figure 31. There is excellent

agreement with the Pourbaix diagram in all regions except

Si those of the higher oxides.gI
The reasons for the lack of agreement at higher

potentials is not known, but three possibilities should be

72 considered: l)There may be some kinetic- effects in the

formation of higher oxidation state lead compounds which
S! cannot be accounted for in the equilia)rium calculations of

tha diagram. 2)The oxygen which begins to evolve at the lead
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surtacL dt high potentials (the cause of high current in pH

10 expostizi.s at ,1.24 V) may complicate the reactions and

maKe VbO thiL stable compound under the experimental

coitditious achievel. 3)The Raman technique examines the

surfacE. of th, sample, in this case a PbO surface layer, not

the surtace of the lead metal. Conceivably a thin film of

lead dioxide or some other compound could exist at the lead

surface, beneath a thick PbO film. This higher oxide might

not be dttected by X--rays ii it were only a small fraction

or the- total oxid2 layer. The presence of a layer of PbO 2

is unlikely, however, because such a layer would be

pIotective, thus restricting the flow of current through the

sample :-lcct~ode. Exposures in the PbO2, PbO4 0 n b0

regionL rtsultcd in oxidation currents as high or higher

than tLose at lower potentials which resulted in PbO.I k

III.D. Lead-Water-Chloride Pourbaix Diagram

The Pourbaix diagram for the lead-water-chloride system

was calculated ii the same manner as for the nil chloride

Ssystem (71). The reactions considered for the potential

Sregion below +0.2 V (vs. SHE) were the same as those used by
SiAppelt (fib). U~sin g the more recent thermodynamic data

available tor some species (90) and extendonr the diagram to

hlyher potentials gives a sore complete and probably more

accurate picture of the behavior of lead in chloride

solutions. The free energy values Qsed which differ from

IA
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those of Appelt's diagram are listed in Table VI.

Tht positions of equilibria between species on the

diagram dtpund strongly on chloride concentration. A

concentLation of 0. 1 molar was chosen as a reasonably high

ionic lwvel which would be likely to affect oxide film

Lormation, but vhich would not he so high that the sclutions

would differ greatly from those used in the nil chloride

exposures. The calculated lead-water-chloride Pourbaix

diagram for a chloride ion activity of 0.1 is shown in

Fiyure 32.

There are two somewhat confusing regions of the diagram,

the VbCl 2 and the 3PbO-PbCl 2 regions. In acid solut.ons the

plumbous ion, Ph+÷, is the stable species at potentials

above -0.20 V. The concentration of Pb+÷ in solution is

limited by the solubility of lead chloride. The species

Pbt ÷, Cl-, and lead chloride all exist together, bound by

the solubility relationship:

kb+÷ + 2CI- -# PbCl (8

K = [Pb++] (Cl-]z = 10-4*. (95) (9

In neutral dnd basic solutions, the insoluble phase

3PbOoPbClz has been considered, but there is some doubt that

such a coupound exists. It may actually be 3Pb(OH) 2 .PbCl 2

(0(12).

Solutions were chosen which allowed 'electrochemical

I exposures under acidic, neutral, and basic conditions. The

composition of each solution is detailed in Table I. The

pH 7 and pH 10 solutions were identical to those used for
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nil chloride oxidations except that enough potassium

chiloride was added to these buffer solutions to make thes

0.1 molar in chloride. For an acid pit, no suitable buffer

solution could be found, so 0.1 M hydrochloric acid

solutions we.r.i used. It was found that the pH of acid

solution changed by no more than 0.2 pH units during a

twenty-tour hour exposure.

Poktentiodynamic polarization curves were recorded for

lead in the three chloride solutions selected for exposures.

Th _ curves, shown in Figure 33, seem to have a definite

rtladtion to the Pourbaix diagram of Figure 32. The lower

oxidative wave occurs at the approximate potential of the

predicted Pb/PbCl 2 or Pb/3PbOoPbCl2 transitions, and the

w4dV at +0.9b V in pH 10 corresponds roughly to the

3PbOU*Pt.l2/PbO2 transition. The waves at +0.17 V in pH 7 or

at -0.07 V in pit 10, hovever, cannot be explained by the

Pourbaix diagram.

rhe difference between polarization curves of lead in

solutions with and without chloride present is surprising.

The pH 10 polarization curve of Figure 33 is very similar inI overall appearance to the nil chloride pH 10 curve shown in

Figure 23. The presence of 0.1 M chloride seems to have

i little etfect on the oxidation of lead in the bicarbonate

butter solution; the strong waves are found a't approximately

the same potentials and are of roughly the same magnitudes

-Jin both solutions.

The polarization curve in pit 7 chloride solution is

- - -€- --
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mdrkedly different from that of the nil chloride one. The

polarization curves were recorded in precisely the same

manner with and without chlorides. The presence of 0.1 M

Cl- was i-xpccted to increase the conductivity of the

solution dI• the reactivity of the lead causing stronger

oxidatxvL waves than in the same solution without chlorides.

As seezn in the polarization curves, the opposite effect

occurrtd. Current remained very low in the presence of

chloridE. Polarization curves gave indication that

something different occurs in the phosphate buffer solution

whOic chlorides are present, but they give no hint as to what

occurs. The only conclusion which can be reached is that

the lead was oxidized more slowly when 0.1 M Cl- was present

in the pH 7 buffer than when it was not.

Th( exposuce conditions selected using the Pourbaix

diagram in Figure 32 and polarization curves in Figure 33,

and the resulting surface film spectra are sumomarized in

TdrlcG V1I. The current values listed are those measured

after currcnt became relatively constant.

1l. D. 1. pH 1 Exposures.

In dilute hydrochloric acid, lead is stable at low

potentials while it is oxidizwd to lead chloride at higher

potentials (12,62). The potential of the Pb to lead

chloride transition is calculated to be -0.20 V, and it is

indicated at -0.08 V on the polarization curve. The low

;I,
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potential reductive feature of the curve is undoubtedly due

to the. evolution, of hydrogen.

In the region where immunity is p-edicted (exposures at

-O.JO V and lower), net current flow was in the reducing

directioh and samples remained clean in appearance. In situ

Himan spectrd gave no indication of film formation. Lead

seems to bL immune to corrosion in this potential region.

Atter wdshing and drying samples exposed in the immunity

region of the Pourbaix diagram, both Raman and infrared

r ftlection spectra (71) indicated the presence of

orthorhombic PbO on the lead surface. It is unlikely that

thv oxidf, was formed by oxidation of the lead vnder the

q(nerally reducing conditions observed, but the PbO was

pLobably the result of dissolved lead being redeposited on

the sample surface.

It has been suggested (69) that orthorhombic PbO is

formed from the plumbous ion by the reaction:

Pb 4 ÷ + II 0 -. PbO + 2H+ (10

Since lead is sorewhat soluble in 0.1 M HC1, sufficient

qudntities of Pb+ to form an orthorhombic PbO surface

codting go into solution when lead is exposed for several

hours at potentials near the upper liuit of the immunity

region.

No eaman bands of orthorhombic PbO were found in the in

situ spectra, whereas dry samples gave rather strong

spectrat, as shown in Figure 34. Samples were clean and
shiny Quring controlled potential exposures, but acquired a

-1 ._ _



light qrdy, crystalline surface appearance upon drying.

r ithis u dy indic-te that the oxide was forme-d during washing

atid dLying of th- sasple surface, not during the

potentiostatic exposure. Possibly Pb++ ions were too low in

Ccoicenttdtion to form a surface film while the fotential was

hield in the immunity region but, when the applied potential

was removed so the sample could be washed and dried, the

l=ad surtace may have rapidly oxidized. The mechanism of

oxidation cotild b_ that of reaction 70, or some other,

similar mechanism.

Tht Raman spe:-ctra of lead oxidized at potentials of

+0.14 V ana higher indicated the presence of a PbCh2 surface

layer. A typical surface Lila spectrum from the chloride

rzion is shown in Figure 35. The spectrum is identical to

that of purce lead chloride powder with bands at 62, 88, 126,

15b, and 178 cm- 1  (77,78). Oxidation currents in the

chloride rt:qion were extremely high, approximately 10

mA/cr.Z, anl the samples quickly became covpred with light

q:ay, crystalline coatings.

In th'- potentiostatic exposures which formed lead

chloride, a gray substance was deposited on the platinum

mesh counter electrode (cathode). kfter removing the

cathode from the solution it was allowed to dry at room

temperature. and the adherent gray material was scraped off

of the platinum. Raman spectra of the dry material

idenfitied it as orthorhombic PbO, as shown in Figure 36.

The presence of the oxide on the cathode, far from the lead
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tlvcttode, is proof that it was formed by deposition of

dissolved species (such as Pb++ ions) in the solution.

:inct the formation of orthorhombic PbO seems to depend only

on it:> solubility, not on any electrochemical reaction, it

could be formed in other solutions. Due to the high rate of

Lead dissolution, as evidenced by the very high oxidation

currehts observed in the lead chloride region, a large

aaount of PbV+ was present to permit tormation of thick

orthorhombic PbO deposits. It is likely that lead chloride

WdS formed at the htad anode and PbO at the platinum cathode

vecduse of th; relative solubilities of the two species.

1ii.D.2. pit 7, 0.1 M Chloride Exposures.

According to the Pourbaix diagram of Figure 32,

potentistatic oxidation of lead in a pH 7, 0.1 M chloride

solution should result in immunity at potentials below -0.26

V, formation of 3PbO*PbC1 between -0.26 V and +0.75 V, and

formation of lead dioxide at higher potentials. The

predicted compounds were not fcund experimentally.

In the region where immunity is predicted, i.e., below
-0.26 V,the Pourbaix diagram, polarization curve, and

j spuctroscopic r.sults were all in agreement. -Potentiostatic

cxposure resulted in a reducing current, the samples

remadined shiny and silver in color, and P.o Raman bands were

observed from wet or drr samples.

Above the potential where lead is the stable specLes,

- _ L
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. -0.34 V according to the polarization curve of Figure

3S, current flow, although small, was in the oxidizing

direction. The sample surfaces darkened quickly when

electrocheEical exposur'.s were begun and became dark gray in

color afttr a few hours. An insoluble oxidation product

fils was tormed.

In situ Raman spectra of sample surfaces indicated that,

at potentials between -0.11 V and +0.18 V, orthorhomhic PbC

was formed. At +0.18 V both orthorhcmbic and tetragonal PbO

were observed and at higher potentials the films consisted

of tetragonal PbO alone, as shown by the spectra of Figure

37.

No explanation has been found to explain why the two

polymorphs of lead monoxide should be found at differe-.t

potentials. The tetragonal form is thermodynamically

ravored under all conditions at room temperature (80). It

is likely that a weak wave at approximately +0.16 V on the

polarization curve indicates a PbO (orthorhombic) to PbO

(ttetragonal) transition, but such a transition is not

reflected in the Pourbaix diagram which is based solely on

thermodynamic equilibria.

There were no differences observed, other than spectral

ones, between the exposures which formed orthorhoubic PbO

and those which resulted in tetragonal Pbo films. In both

cuses the visual appearances were similar and, although the

oxidation currents for exposures which resulted in

orthorL.ombic PbO were slightly higher than for the others,

'-4
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the differences were. not large.

Tht effect of chloride ion concentration was

Snwvstiqated by conductinq exposures at -0.01 V in the pli 7

burfer solution with two difllrent KCI concentrations: 0.01

6 and 0.1 Im. In 0.01 K chloride solution, the oxidation

p~oduct was tetraqonal PbO, i.e., the same. compound observed

ii, nil chloride exposures under similar conditions. In 0.1

K culoridE, orthorhombic PbO was formed. These results

indicate that the prasence of chloride ions is the factor

which allows the formation of the thermodynamically unstable

orthorhombic Pbo layer. The presence of small amounts of

impurities can stabilize the orthorhombic structure (81,82)

dt ttperatures far below the 4880C transition to the

tutragot.dl form (80). Although the effect of chloride on

PbO stdbility has not been studied, it is reasonable that

small amounts ont the order of parts per million (too little

to he detected by Raman spectroscopy) could prevent the

trdnsition to the tatraqonal structure.

At higher potentials no other insoluble species was

observed, all exposures formed tetragonal PbO. The

polarization curve, shoving no transitions at potentials

§above +0.16 V, agrees with the Raman results. These

disagree with the Pourbaix diagram which. predicts the

formation of lead dioxide at high potentials.

Throughout a wide range of potentials in pH 7 chloride

solutions, PbO was observed. No exposures resulted in

3PbO*PbCI 2  formation, the compound expected from Pourbaix
2 "
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diagram ca. ations. If such a ccmpound had been formed,

Haman spectra should have been dble to identify it. Spectra

of that compound, or the closely related species (PbOi) Cl
n n

atid [Pb 8 (Ol)1 2 ])C1 4  (12,96) are very different from the PbO

spectra recorded in this research. If any chloride had been

pL".sent in the surface layer, it should have been detectable

by X-Lay enfrgy dispersive analyzer. Examination of the

exposed samples found only lead. This agrees with the

formation of PbO because oxygen cannot be detected by the

aLalyzer.

III.D.3. ph 10, 0.1 H1 Chloride Exposures.

According to the Pourbaix diagram, the results of

potentiostatic exposures should be the same in pH 10

chloride solutions as in pH 7 but, experimentally, they are

not.. The polarization curves in the two solutions are quite

different, and some significant differences were found by

Raman spectroscopy. The differences are due, in part, to

the composition of the pH 10 buffer used. They are also due

to the nature of soluble lead species in basic solutions.

ThE pil 10 buffer gave slightly different results from

those predicted in the immunity region. As seen in nil

chloride exposures, lower potentials resulted in immunity

while those in the region of lead stability in the Pourbaix

diayraa, hut above -0.42 V, gave oxidizing currents and

tormcd a thin film of basic lead carbonate. The large
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oxidative wave at -0.35 V on the pH 10 polarization curve in

Fijure 33 appdrently corresponds to a transition from lead

to bdsic lead carbonate stability. Raman spectra of films

r-sultinq from exposure in this region consisted only of a

wcak bdnd at 1050 cm-' as shown in the poor quality spectrum

of Figure 38. Reflection-absorption infrared spectra were

r-?qu•icl to identity the compound which comprised the

invisible surface film as basic lead carbonate (71).

The. experimentally determined composition of films

formed elEctrochemically at higher potentials had no

correldtion with the predictions of the Pourbaix diagram.

rhe compounus 3PbJ-PbCl 2 and PbO ware predicted but neither
2 2

was tound. Spectroscopic results did show excellent

agreemtnt n ith th- polarization curves, howe er. At

potentials between the waves at -0.07 V dnd +0.96 V

tL.tr agonal PbO was found. No trace of the predicted

chloride or of orthorhombic PbO was detected.

There seems to be a simple explanation for the

appearance of orthrhombic PbO in acid and neutral solutions

but not in basic media. The orthorhombic PbO is formed by

de position from a solution containing plumbous ions by

redction 10. The plumbous ion is present only in solutions

with p11'S of 9.34 or less. At that pH the-dissolved lead

species, F+b÷ and HPbO•, are in equilibrium and, in zore

basic solutions, HPbO predominates (35). The Pb*÷ ions

requirud for formation of orthorhombic PbO are not present

in pH 10 solutions. Tetragonal PbO, however, is probably
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formed at the lead surface, using no dissolved lead species#

by the rceaction:

j A
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Pb + H 0 •. PbO + 2H÷ + 2e- (11

Althouyh the transition to a higher oxidation state

pr-dictc-d by the Pourbaix diagram would occur at

approximatLly i0.50 V and result in Pbh 2 formation, the

transition found occurred at the +0.96 V wave of the

polarization curve and resulted in formation of a thick

layer of ,i,,iu.a P,1%o0. The Pb 0 film appeared thick and

flaky and it had a light brown color. The composition of

the fil, was confirmed by ccmparison of its Raman spectrum

with that of the pure compound as shown in Figure 39.

The discovery of a Pb304 film was rather surprising. It

i4 a r.luitively unstable ccpound which has only been found

in corrosion product films as an intermediate layer covered

ay a qrdy or black PbO2  film (69). In the present

investigation no PbO2 was found. Since no Pb 0 was found
3 4

in nil chloride exposures, it appears that the presence of
chloride ions ptzrmits the formation of Pbh04 alone.

Several differences between 0.1 N chloride and nil

chloride exposures were found. The most obvious differences

were the formation of orthorhombic PbO and Pb 0 films
3 4

becausc of the presence of chloride ions. The other effect

noted was the considerably lower current generally found

during chloride exposures. The presence of-a small amount

of chloride seems to have the effect of making the solution

lcss corrosive to lead. This finding agrees with others on

the passivation of lead which found that increasing the

concentration of dissolved chloride helped achieve
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passivation more easily (62).

Study of the potpntiostatic oxidation of lead in

chloride solutions showed thdt changes in surface film

composition agree very well with potentiodynamic

poldrization curves. There was very little agreement with

the calculated Pourbaix diagram. Every wave of the

polarization curves corresponded to a change in the surface

layer that was detectable by Raman spectroscopy, but the

changes had little relation to the predictions of the

Pourbaix diagram.

In calculating the diagram, the presence of dissolved

substances other than lead, oxide, or chloride species was

not considered. The presence of buffer solution ions may

account for the discrepancies between experimental results

and those predicted by the Pourbaix diagram. In dilute

nydrochloric acid, a relatively simple solution containing

no unaccounted for ions, the Pourbaix diagram, polarization

curve, ahd spectroscopic results were in agreement. The

complexity of including all the species of buffer solutions

makes calculation of the equilibria involved in a Pourbaix

diagram an extremely complicated process but one which might

give results more closely related to experimental findings.

4III.E..Lead-Nater-Sulfate Pourbaix Diagram

The behavior of lead in sulfuric acid soltions has been

thoroughly studied because of the importance of lead-acid

Ii
- - -__- =~=~-



stuoraq( batteri.es. Auclh less research has been conducted on

lcdd in r . :uttra 1 and basic sulfate solutions. Pourbaix

diaqra,,s for lead in aqueous sulfate solutions have been

calculattd (56,67,b8), and sowe efforts have been made to

experimentally verify the theoretical predictions, although

experimental sulfate exposure:- have been confined to the

acid and ncutral regions of the diagram (56,69).

Tht Pourbaix diagram for the lead-water-sulfate system

was calculated using the relationships used by Ruetschi and

Angstadt (5b) but employing more recent free energy values

(90). Thc different thermodynamic data, summarized in Table

VIII, caused only small changes in the positions of the

PuO-PbSO4  equilibria lines. A sulfate ion activity of 0.1

waL used ror th• calculations (71) resulting in the Pourbaix

dicigram shown in Figure 40.Ilectrochemical exposures in sulfate solutions were not

carried out in buffer solutions. The solutions chosen, the

compositions of which are detailed in Table II, were simple

solutions of the desired pH which wcre 0.1 molar in sulfate.

Those used gave pH values of approximately I, 6.5, and 11 to

allow observation of the reactions o> lead over a wide

portioh1 of the Pourbaix diagram. Measurement of solution pH

before and after potentiostatic exposures showed that the pH

of the unbuffered solutions remained fairly constant, not

changing by more than 0.6 after as long as twenty-four

hours.

ThT polarization curves recorded for lead in the sulfateI ___________

I.-a -= - - - -]-. -
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solutions of interest are shown in Figure 41. They are

rather similar, each has a strong wave at approximately

-0.25 V as its major point. These waves mark the transition

from rtduction to oxidation, the upper limit of potential of

th, immunity region. In accordance with the Pourbaix

diagrdm, the potential of such a transition decreases as pH

increases. The ouidative wave was observed at -0.23 V in pli

1, -0.27 V in pH 6.5, and -0.30 7 in pH 11. The positions

of these waves are in general agreement with the Pb to PbSO
4

dnd Pb to PbO.PbSO4 transiticns of the Pourbaix diagram.

041

III.E.1. pl" 1, 0.1 M Sulfate Exposures.

In tht 0.1 M sulfuric acid solutions used to attain

dcidic conditions, lead is stable at low potentials while it

is oxidizdd to lead suit te at higher potentials (56-58).

A tt.r formation of a suLfda.:? surfdce film thick enough to

hinder reactions of lead with solution species, layers of

PbO or uasic lead sulfates develop under the sulfate film it

potentials of +0.32 V and higher (52,56,57). While the

formation of underlying layers was not considered in the

calculation of the Pourbaix diagram (71), the very weak wave

at +0.34 V on the polarization curve may indicate the start

of formation of another compcund beneath the sulfate film.

Potentiostatic exposures of lead -n 0.1 M sulfuric acid

formed surface films whose compositions agreed well with

I-ray diffraction 'ork by Pavlov and Iordanov (52). Raman

zA
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spectroscopic results indicated three ranges of potential:

immunity, lwad sulfate, and a lead sulfate - lead monoxide

reyion. A summary of the experimental results of exposure

in sulfate solutions is presented in Table IX.

At potentials below -0.26 V lead appeared to be immune

to oxidation. No insoluble surface layer was detected by in

situ Raman spectroscopy, samples remained clean and shiny,

and current flow was in the reducing direction. When

samples exposed in this region were washed and allowed to

dry a non-uniform, light gray surface coating appeared.

Spctrd of dry samples indicated that parts of their

surfaccs were covered with orthorhombic PbO and parts with

PbSO . The appearance of these compounds, just like the
4

appearance of orthorhombic PbO in the immunity region

exposurLs in 0.1 M hydrochloric acid, probably results from

precipitation of lissolved lead ions. In the reducing

conditions of this region it is unlikely that any lead would

be directly oxidized at the electrode surface during the

potentiostatic exposure. The formation of PbO anad lead

sulfate is probably a result of the sample removal, washing,

and drying process.

At potent'-ls higher than the -0.23 V wave of the

j polarization curve, net current flow was in the oxidizing

direction and spectra showed that lead sulfate was formed.

J Oxidation at -0.26 V and -0.02 V resulted in PbSO films.
4

Exposure at potentials higher than the wave at +0.34 V

gave surface films identified as tetragonal PbO and PbSO4 ,

- - - - .--- - -- - -
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in agreemvzat with the findings of earlier research (51,52).

A spectrum of the film in this potential region is compared

with on- of a purely PbSO film and with the Raman spectrum
4

ot reagent grade PbSO (97) powder in Figure 42. The
4

spectrd of sulfatn compounds are dominated by the very

.strong sharp band at 979 cm-I, the S-O syametri. stretch

Although it was not possible to measure the relative

abounts of PbO and lead sulfate in the surface films from

fiaman spectra, just as it was impossible to identify film

thickness, observation of strong tetragonal PbO spectra gave

an indication of the thickness of film analyzed by this

technique. Ruetschi (57) developed a model for the

Pbu/PbSO two phase film formed by oxidation of lead in

sulturLic acid solutions. He assumed that a surface film

with a thickness on the order of a micron was needed before

any undeclying tetraqonal PbO could fort. (56) .

E.ectrocheniical measurements and calculations t-sed on ion

uiffusivity in the films determined that a twenty-four hour

exposure of lead in 4.2 N sulfuric acid in the range oE +0.2

to +1.1 V would give a film consisting of one micron of lead C

su! fate coverinq -ne micron of tetragonal lead monoxide.

The ability to re(:ord a strong spectrum of the underlying

layer of ibO giv',,: indication that Ramat spectroscopy can

examine the entirety of films with thicknesses on the order

of a aicrot.,

Tht ability of laser light to penetrate the surfa.e

,;€..i
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,;ultat• tlm was dlso .emonstrated by current vs. time plots

uch d:; that shown in Figure 43. The incrr-ase in oxidation

currtaLt dut to laser radiation was identical to behavior

observ. d for surface films which consisted solely of

tt tragonal PbO.

Thv commencement of PbO formation may be indicated by

th-. current plateau of the i vs. t curve shown in Figure 44.

Fxposures which gave spectra of tetragonal PbO and PbSO4

togethcr all had a current plateau or maximum after a period

of exrposare ranqing from 0.5 to 1.5 hours. Observation of

such curre.nt behavior was interpreted to indicate the

beginning of a new electrochemical reaction, the formation

of Pbo, by Ruetschi and Angstadt (56). This interpretation

m•y b.: correct, but it was not confirmed by Raman spectra.

At potentials above *0.34 V spectra indicated the prrosf.xce

of both PbO and PbSO4 on the lead surfaces. None of the

•xposurcs in that regioit gave any spectra of PbSO alone,
4

vt:ri with spectra recorded after as little as twenty minutes

of oxidat. -, before the current plateau occurred. The

Raman method was unable to find any film which consisted of

ledd sulfate alone, before formation of the oxide began.

Iz
Ill.E.2. pH 6,5, 0.1 M Sulfate Exposures.

Thet lead-wtter-sulfate Pourbaix diagram predicts that,

in a :UI b.5, 0.1 M sulfate solution, lead should be stable

Sat potentials below -0.3 V, PbO2 should exist above +0.ý V,

L
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and PlbSO 4  should be found at potentials in between. The

lover transition was observ.•d in taie polarization curve for

li:ad iti the 0.1 M potassium sulfate used, but no tzansition

to PbO2 was observed. The polarization curve shows a weak

wave at +0.06 V which does not correspond to any feature of

the Pourbaix diagram.

As in other solutions, potentiostatic exposures resulted

In films whose compositions were in bette. agreement with

the polarization curve than with the Pourbaix didgran.

EXposULE dt potentials below the -0.27 V wave resulted in

immunity. Curr-int flow was in th- reducing direction, the

suL'iact! remained clean and shiny, and no Raman spectrum was

obtained in solution or In air. Higher potentials resulted

ii, oxidation of the lead electrode and formation of

insoluble surface films. Up to +0.24 V, films consisted of

lead sulfate and, above Chat, tetragonal lead monoxide

covered the saudle surfaces.

The formation of lead sulfate waL, in agreement with the

Pourbaix diagram, but th. PbSO gave slightly different

spectra irom the sulfates exanined previously. As shown in

Figure 46, the sulfate film gave an exceptionally strong 4511

cM- 1  band, the band associated with the o-S-o bending

vioration (98). Infrared reflection spectra of the films

also showed a band at 451 cm-1 (71). Such a vibration is

not- infrared active in normol sulfate compounds. TheI
unusual intensity of the 451 cm-1 band is assumed to be due

j to a distortion of the normal lead sulfate lattice.

NI
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T'hc broad wave dt +0.06 V is near the potential where

film composition chanqed from lead sulfate to PbO, and it

dy be due to such a transition. Lead monoxide files

pioducca were black in color and gave no evidence of the

prcsencw of sulfate. No waves were observed at higher

potentials and Raman spectra indicated no change to the PbO 2

predicted bh the Pourbaix diagram.

An ixposure was conducted in the pH 7, phosphate, buffer

solution to which was added enough potassium sulfate to makeI the solution 0.1 M in sulfate. Oxidation at +0.24 V formed

a dark ldyer of tetragonal PbO. The composition was

dtermi, ea from the Raman spectrum. Another exposure at

+0.2o4 V in 0.1 M potassium sulfate, but without theI phosphate bufafer. rasulted in the formation of lead sulfate.

As expected, the presence cf buffer species can complicate

the system and give different results from those of the

simpl*- systems considered in the thermodynamic calculations.

tII.E.3. ph1 11, 0.1 M Sulfate Exposures.

Oxidation of lead in 0. 1 M sulfate solutions at a pH of

11 was predicted to form a basic lead sulfate, PbO*PbS;O , at

potentials between -0.45 V and +0.50 V and lead dioxide at

higher potentials. The solution used, 0.1 M1 potassiua
sulfatc with enough KOH added to make the initial pH 11,

resultcd in a polarization curve with only one ciear

oxidation feature. The experimentally observed wave, or

- c r.a$a 3 ~ ~ L~Ste. n-~C -
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group of waves, at approximately -0.30 V represents the

transition from lead stability to the formation of an

oxidized specie's. The oxidative change seen above +0.80 V

in Figureý 41 could represent a transition to a higher

oxiaation state, but it seems to be due to the decomposition

ot water to evolve oxygen.

Potentiostatic exposures were conducted throughout the

potential range where water is stable. As expected,

exposure at low potentials gave extremely low current flow

in the reducing divection and no Raman bands were observed.

Below the -0.30 V wave of the polarization curve lead is

immune to oxidation.

All exposures at higher potentials resulted in the

formation of tetragonal PbO surface films. An oxidation at

-0.34 V, a potential higher than the first lobe of the

oxidative wave, resulted in a film which gave a strong

tetragonal PbO spectrum. Although the wave at -0.30 V seems

to be made up of three seperate waves, all exposures at

potentials above -0.45 V, where the current recorded in the

polarization curve first became oxidative, formed tetragonal

PbO.

Although the compositioi, of the filas was identifie& as

Pbu, spectra recorded in solution were somewhat misleading.

In sit. ipectra, as shown in Figure 46, contained the strong

k-- ban-ds of tetragonaJ PbO but also the 980 cm-& band

characteristic of the S - 0 sycoetric stretch and a broad

band in the 450 cm- 1 region. Except for the broadness of

El
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t h, 450 cm-1 band, these spectra look like a mixture of PbO

and l~dd tulfate. Upon washing the samples thoroughly,

howLVer, those bands characteristic of sulfate disappeared.

Dry sample spectra indicated only tetrigonal PbO. The

sultate bands, which can be distinguished from those of A

PbSO 4 by the broad 450 cm-1 band (lead sulfate has two sharp

bands in that region, 439 and 451 cm-I) , are due to the

sulfate ot the solution. The bulk sulfate solution gave the

same sulfate spectrum. The change in the spectrum caused by

washing the samples was evidence that spectra of both wet

and dry samples were needed to distinguish solution or

adsorbud species from those compounds which were actually

part of an insoluble surface film.

The possibility that the surface layer might consist of

PhO*PbSO4  as predicted by Pourbaix diagram calculations was

investigated. Although spectra of the sample surfaces

id=ntified tetragonal PbO, no Raman spectra of the basic

sulfate ar-I available. Infrared reflection spectra

confirmed that tetragonal PbO was the compound present (71).

Comparison with published infrared spectra of PbOoPbSO4 (99)

showed no trace of that compound.

Thf oxidation currents recorded during potentiostatic

exposures and potentiodynamic polarization curve

measur.ments confirmed that lead sulfate forms more

protective surface films than does PbO. In 0.1 M sulfate

solutions, all of which had approximately the same

conductivity and ionic strength, conditions which caused the
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formation of PbO resul.ted in net current flow 5 - 10 times

qLC2AtOV thait that observed when PbSO war tormed. The
4

umu1iti~t differences were notc-d in pli 6.5 exposures, a pH

n(.r the minimum of PbO solubility (35), but even in those

conditions oxide films allowed measurably higher current

flow than n;ulfate films. The ability of sulfates to form an

insoluble, passivating film on lead is well known. Because

of its behavior in sulfate-containing solutions, lead

equipmeint is us.?d .xtensively in the manufacture of sulfuric

aucd (47).

III.[. Film Thickness Studies

Potentiostatic exposures of vacuum deposited lead

samples were conducted so that the thickness of the

resultant films could be measured anci their spectra

recorded. While films of organic compounds on silver

mirrors have shown that Raman spectra of films as thin as 50

anqstroms can be recorded (18,19), no studies of the

sensitivity of this technique for examining iiorganic oxide

films on a metal substrate have been conducted.

A vacuum deposited lead sample was exposed to a pH 7,

phosphate, buffer solution at +0.20 V for 45 minutes.

stylus measurement found the oxide film thickness to be

1620t40 angstroms. The Raman spectrum of the PbO film is

shown in Figure 47. The spuctrum identified the film

composition as orthorhombic PbO.
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bcauae lead sulfate films tended to be rough,

cousisting of fairly large crystals (50-53,71), accurate

direct measurement of sulfate film thickness was difficult.

Tltj thickiiess of the lead sample was measured before

oxilation, and the value found was multiplied by 4.12 to

give au ustimate of the thickness if all of the lead were

oxidized to lead sulfate. The factor, 4. 12, was an average

ratio of PbSO film to Pb thickness measured for several
4

exposed samples.

A lead sulfate film, estimated to be 2140±60 angstroms

thick, was formed by oxidation at +0.80 V in 0. 1M sulfuric

acid tcr 15 minutes. The spectrum of Figure 48 shows that

the strong sulfate bands are clearly visible, although

qrating ghosts are nearly as strong as the Raman bands.

Exposure of solid lead electrcdes under the same conditions

formea f film consisting of both lead sulfatro and tetragonal

PbO, but the vacuum deposited sample showed no trace of PbO.

Preisumabl7 the thin sulfate film was not thick enough to

providt a diffusion barriGr to allow the formation of an

underlying PbO layar.

Both tho 1620 angstrom PbO and the 2140 angstrom lead

sultate films gave reasonably strong spectra, with bands

much stroziger than the background noise. It is estimated

that a film approximately one tanth as thick would still

give spectra with signal to noise ratios of two or mora, tho

ratio considerud necessary for obsorvation of a band. Films

of these compounds as thin as 2UtO angstroms should be
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observable by the Raman technique. When considerin] minimum

Ltlm thickness it must be remembered that Raman scattering

intensities can vary greatly from one compound to another so

the 200 anigstrom value may not be useful for films of other

compounds.

Single spectrometer scans were used to record all

spectra. Greater sensitivity to very thin films could be

attaincd by averaging the results of multiple scans. Signal

averaging of more than one scan of the spectral region of

interest should increase the signal to noise ratio observed

and reduce the minimum detectable thicknesses (100).

IIt.G. Iron Exposures

Some research was conducted to investigate the

feasibility of using Raean spectroscopy for the study of

iron corrosion. The work was conducted in two phases.

since Raman spectra of very few oxides of iron are available

in the literature, recording reference spectra of the

compounds expected as corrosion products was the initial

phase. Aiter spectra of the important iron oxides were

recorded, the second phase, using spectroscopy to identify

the surface compounds formed by high temperature oxidation

( of iron was begun.

As demonstrated by spectra of PbO, in addition to

identitying specific compcunds, vibrational Raman spectra

can easily identify different crystalline forms of the same

.- t _ ____....__
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compound. This ability is a valuable isset in the study of

iron oxxdatien because nearly all of the oxides of iron can

eixist as two or more polymorphs. The spectra of the two

wost comwoi, forms of FeOOH are shown in Figure 49. Although

their chemical compositions are the same, different crystal

structures and, therefore, different bonding and symmetry

cause very ditferent Raman spectra. The strong bands at 397

(alpha form) or 252 ca-m (gamma form) immediately identify

the two oxyhydroxides; no other iron oxide has been found to

have bands at these positions.

The Raman bands observed from bulk samples of iron

oXide: orf listee in Table X. The spectrum of alpha ferric

oxide is identical to that of the single crystal, the only

pL.viiously published iron oxide spectrum (101). As shown in

iiyure 50, thp spE-ctra recorded from FeO and re 0 samples
3 4

ar: thi same. The samples consisted of two distinct

compounds, as confirmed by their X-ray diffraction patterns,

but th.- spectra are identical. It may be that the

vibratioa. which cause Raman bands in Fe 0 are due to Fe -
3 4

O bonds which are aearly ider.tical to those of FeO, but a

mor•e likely .xplanation is that the FeO, which is unstable

at temperatures below 5700 C (102), was decomposed by the

laser.

Ah -E hProblea of sample decomposition is a-coamon one when

opaque samples are examined using relatively intense laser

excitation. Vi•_ible light is strongly absorbed by black

1veo: and heatlng due to the absorption of the excitation
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bL-am may transform it into Fe 3 O4 and Fe, the stable species

at room temperature. Both Fe3 and PeO are black and

presentrd prob1.ms with decomposition in the laser beam.

Ater a period of -.xposure spectral intensity decreased and

the surface of a pellet of either compound was visibly

changed. The spot of laser incidence became uuch lighter in

color.

Decomposition due to the excitation beam was a less

serious problem with the red-brown compounds, c- and I-PeOOH

and ferric oxide. The use of relatively low intensity

excitation, either by lowering the power of the laser or by

placing neutral optical density filters in the beam, allowed

1the recording of much higher quality spectra of these

compounds than were obtained from the black species.

As an example of the ability of Raman spectroscopy to

characterize corrosion product films on iron surfaces,

polished Araco iron plates were oxidized in air in a

laboratory oven and examined. SFectra resulting from"oxiation at 250 0C are shown in Figure 51. The Raman

Sspectra identify the surface films as Fe3 4  and w-Fe2 .

The Fe 3 D4 bands at 616 and 663 cm- 1 can be seen in all three

spectra, while at first only the strongest Fe2 s bands cculd

bt seen. After 217 hours of exposure all -seven bands of
S• •-Fe20) were visible. Bands due to both compounds increased

in intensity throughout the exposures, indicating that both

the Fe•4 and f-Fe2 0 layers were thickening.

After oxidation of iron under conditior.s similar to

M
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those reported here, Poling (103) found an oxide film

thicktcs of approximately 500 angstroms for a 50 hour

axposure at 250 0 C. If the 50 hour spectrum in Figure 51

rtesults from a 500 angstrom thick oxide film, an x-Fe20•Iilm of 100 - 200 angstroms is probaoly the minimum

necessary before spectra useful for identification could be

obstrved with a single scan. For thinner films the bands

would probably not be discernable above the noise.

An iron sample was oxidized in air at 7000 C for twenty

hours and quenchea in water in an effort to retain the FeO,

which rhould have formed, without allowing it to transform

to a more stanle compound as it does during slow cooling

bulow the 570 0 C transition temperature (103). The Raman

sp|,ctrum of the sample surface shown in Fiqure 52 identified

oiily c-Fe2 0 , with no indication of FeO or Fe 0 40 It is

wl= documented that exposure at 700cC forms FcO (104), so

the sptctrum of Figure 52 aust be taken as evidence that FeO

does not give a Raman spectrum.

Apparently the only Ramdn bands seen from PeO are from

its dccomposition product, FeO 4 . -in a KBr pellet, heat

transfer away from the point of laser incidence is very

poor, so absorption of laser light can heat the local area

aud decompose it to Fe 0 and Fe. A thin film of FeO on an
3 4

iron surface, however, has the iron to conduct heat away

from xhe point of incidence. The FeO film need not be

decomposed by the excitation necessary to record a Raman

spectrum. Therefore, although present on the surface, no
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Ft-O was detected in the spectrum of Figure 52.

A c)edn iron sample was suspended in boiling 0.01 M NaOH

solution tor 168 hours and then removed. It gave the

spectrum shown in Figure 53. The •y,•ctrum confirmed thar

ttie thick black surface coating consisted of Fe304 , in

agreement with work which used other analy.ois techniques

(103). The relatively poor quality of the spectrum is due

to the poor Raman scattering characteristics of FeO 4 , not

because of the nature of the film. After 168 hours of

exposure, the black surface layer was very thick, prcobably

hundreds of microns.

t
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TABLE III

Results of Simple Immersion Exposures

CUNDIIION EXPOSURE PERIOD, SPECTRUM OBSERVED
DAYS

a 7 PbCl
2

b 12 PbCl
2

b 15 PbCI
2

b 19 PbCl
2

c 2 PbC1
2

c 3 PbC1

c 7 PbCI
2

c 9 PbCl
2

d 14 PbBr
2

8 PbBr
2

34 PbBr

f 20 tetragonal PbO

26 tetragonal PbO

g 4 (PbCO) *Pb(ufi)
'•3 2 2

S.(PbCO) Pb(OH
3 2

-

w

V
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TABLE IV

Free :.nerqy Data Used to Calculate the Lead - Water

Pourbaix Diagram

jPECIES STANDABD FREE ENERGY OF FORMATION

(cal/nole)

NBS (90) Pourbaix (35)

Pb++ -5,830 -5,810

PbO (orthorhombic) -'4,910 -45,050

Pbu (tet agonal) -45,160 -45,250

PbG -51,950 -52,340

Pb 0 -143,700 -147,600
3

I:

- ~ A
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TABLF.

hesults of Potentiostatic Exposizres

in Nil Chloride Suffer Solutions

0LUTI ON VOLTS EXPOSURE CURRENT SPECTRUM

vs. SHE PERIOD, HRS. :A/cmz (a) OBSERVED

1 -0.b2 17 0.002(b) none

1 -0.62 19 0.001(b) none

1 -0.16 20 0.006 none

1 -0.12 18 0.061 tetr. PbO

1 +0.06 2.8 0.112 tetr. PbO

1 +0.48 21 tetr. PbO

1 +0.58 3 tetr, PbO

1 +0.67 2 0.310 tetr. PbO

1 +0.74 23.5 0.397 tetr. PbO

1 +1.08 1.5 0.310 tetr. PbO

1 +1.08 18 0.294 tetr. PbO

2 -0.80 20.5 0. 139 (b) none

2 -0.42 18 0.024 carbonate(c)

2 -0.28 4 tetr. PbO and
carbonate (c)

2 -0.26 21 0.014 tetr. PbO

2 -0.03 17 0.046 tetr. PbO

2 +0.02 23 tetr. PbO

2 +0.24 17 0054 tetr. PbO

2 +0.34 2 0.455 tetr. PbO

2 +0.46 2.5 0.210 t.etr PbO
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SOLUTION VOLTS EXPOSURE CURRENT SPECTRUM
vs. SHE PERIOD, HRS. mA/cm2(a) OBSEPVED

2 +0.75 0.75 tetr. PbO

2 +0.75 18 tetr. PbO

2 +0.84 1.5 0.115 tetr. PbO

2 +0.94 0.1 0.175 tetc. PbO

2 +0.94 17.5 0.091 tetr. PbO

2 +1.24 17 1.20 tetr. PbO

Notes

(a) rinal or steady current

(b) CurLrnt flow in reducing direction

(c) Basic lead carbonate

lI

I•'



TABLE Vr

Fr..;e Energy Data Used to Calculate

thc~ Lead -Water -Chloride PourhalX Didqramt

SPECIES STANDARD FREE ENERGY OF PORMATrOM

(cal/aole)

NBS (90) Appelt (66)

ofii- -37,594 -37,595

ci- -31,372 -31,350

Phd. -75,080 -75,040

3Pb~i*Pbci -224,686 -225,000
2
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TABLE VII

Results of Potentiostatic Exposures

in 0. 1 M Chloride Solutions

SOLUTION VOLrS EXPOSURE CURRENT SPECTRUM
vs. SHE PERIOD, HRS. mA/cm2 (a) OBSERVED

3 -0.4b 16.5 0.011(b) nore(c)

3 -0.30 2.25 0.120(b) none(c)

3 +0.14 3 7.30 PbC1
2

3 +0.69 2.5 6.80 PbC1
2

3 +.1.09 17 10.0 PbCI

4 -0.62 3 (b) none

4 -0.11 17 0.020 ortho. PbO

4 -0.01 2 0.022 ortho. PbO

4 +0.18 18 0.019 ortho. PbO and
tetr. PbO

4 +0.49 17 tetr. PbO

4 +0.6d 18 0.012 tetr. PbO

4 +0.99 18 0.022 tetr. PbO

4 +41.08 1.5 0.380 tetr. PbO

5 -0.42 17 (b) none

5 -0.26 3.1 0.007 carbonate(d)

5 -0.01 2 0.014 tetr. PbO

5 +0.08 22 0.012 tetr. PbO

5 +0.49 17 tetr. PbO

I7
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SOLOTION VOLTS EXPOSURE CURRENT S PECT RUM
vs. SiHE PERIOD, MIRS. mA/ctaZ (a) OBSERVED

+0.74 17 0.034 tetr. PbO

5 +1.07 18 0.028 Pb 0
3 ,

Notos

(a) Final or steady current

(b) Currfrnt flow in reducing direction

(c) Some orthorhonbic PbO observed on dried sample surface

(d) Basic lad carbonate

fil
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TABLE VIII

Free Energy Data Used to Calculate

the Lead - Water - Sulfate Pourbaix Diagram

SPECIES STAMDABD FREE ENERGY OF FOBNATIOMA

(cal/mole)

MBS (90) Ruotschi and Angstadt (56)

so 2- -177,970 -177,340

lSC) - -180,690 -179,9q0

Pb 0 -143,700 -147,600
3 4

PbSO -194,360 -193,890 2

FbOePbSO -246,700 -243,200S

I ______ _____________________________
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TABLE IX

RPesults of Potentiostatic Exposures

in 0. 1 N Sulfate Solutions

bOLUTION VOLTS EXPOSURE CURRENT SPECTRUM
vs. SHE PERIOD, HRS. A/cmz (a) OBSERVED

b -0.46 19.5 73(h) none(c)

6 -0.26 18 19.7 PbSO
4t

6 -0.02 4 13.3 PbSO

b +0.46 17.5 15.7 tetr. PbO dnd
PbSO

+0.80 20 12.8 tetr. PhO and
PbSO

6 +1.24 2.5 48.4 tetr. PbO and
P bSn

7 -0.46 21 9.4(b) none

7 -0.16 19 1.7 PbSO (d)

7 +0.24 1.7 4.2 PbSO (d)

7 +0.84 20 6.3 tetr. PbO

7 +0.94 3 19.6 tetr. PbO

8 -0.51 18 none (e)I8 -0.34 18.5 24.2 tetra PbO

8 -0.25 2.2 109 tetr. PbO

8 -0.08 3.5 121 tetr. PbO

8 +0.34 1.7 256 tetr. PbO

8 +0.74 2.5 125 tetr. PbO

a +1.09 2 243 tetr. PbO

:A
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Notes

(a) Final or steady current

(b) Cur-ent flow in reducing direction

(c) Dr sam.-le spectru- indicated lead sulfate and

ortho 
. ;,ic 

bO

(d) Band .•1 4!... r": i ,ornal1 intense

(e) Dry sa4aple s, ,us indicated orthorhombic PbO

ic

-
--

X-
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TABPLE X

Frequencies of Iron Oxide Raman Bands

COMPOUND 8AND POSITIONS, cm-1

cK-F:OOII goethite 298 397 414 474 550

"I-FeOOH lepidocrocite 252 380

FeO wustite -;16 663

Fe 0 magnetite 616 663
j 4

0(- Fa 0 hematite 227 245 293 298 41" 501 612
23
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Figure i0. Raman spectrum of reagent grade lead chloride
powder.
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t Figure 11. Raman spectra of crthorhombic PbO powder
and of the sante powder after being made
into a KBr pellet, demonstrating that the
pellet making process causes a transformation
to tetragonal Pbo.
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150 100 50

FREQUENCY. CM- 1

Figure 17. Raman spectra of a) the surface of lead
foil immersed in deaerated 2.3M HBr
solution for 8 days, b) lead bromide
powder from crystals formed on lead in
2.3M HBr after 34 days, c) reagent grade
lead bromide powder.
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Figure 18. Raman spectra of the lead chloride film
on a lead surface exposed to air saturated
0.1M HC1 solution for 1, 2, and 7 days.
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b

Ii

200 100

FREQUENCY CM"1

Figure 19. Raman spectra of a) lead sample immersed
in air saturated 0.1M HCM solution after

3 days of exposure, b) a lead sample
exposed to air saturated 0.lM HCl solution
for 3 days then dried in air.j _ __ _ _
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Figure 20. Raman spectrum of the PbO film on a lead
surface in deaerated 0.01M NaOH solution

for 26 days.
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Figure 21. Raman spectra of a) a lead sample which
was immersed in air saturated 0.O1M NaOH
for 4 days, then dried, b) a KBr pellet
of basic lead carbonate.
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Figure 22. Pourbaix diagram of the lead-water system

calculated with the most recent thermo-
dvnamic data (90).
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Figure 24. In situ Raman spectra of lead in pH 7
K buffer at +1.08V after 1.5 hours of

exposure, and at +0.06V after 2.5 hours.
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Figure 26. Raman spectra of a lead surface in pH 7

solution at +0.06V after 2.8 hours of

exposure, and of the same sample after

washing with distilled water and drying.
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Figure 28. Raman spectra of lead exposed to the pH 10

buffer solution at +0.34V for 3 hours
a) potential applied, b) potential not
controlled.
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I I

SFigure 29. Scanning electron micrograph of a lead

sample which had been irradiated by the
488.0 nm. laser line during oxidation at
+0.34V in pH 10 solution. The darker
area on the left is the irradiated portion.
Magnification: 5000X. Spectra indicated
that the surface film was tetragonal PbO.
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"I~

Figure 30. Spot of a lead sample which was

irradiated by the 488.0 nm. laser
line during oxidation in pH 10 solution
at +0.34V. Magnification: 5000X.
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Figure 31. Pourbaix diagram for the lead-water system

calculated with recent thermodynamic data
(90) with experimental results.
o = tetragonal PbO i = immunity
c = basic lead carbonate

caclae with__ recent__thermodynamicdata

*(90 with ~ experimental results.

o = tetragonal Pbo i immunity__
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Figure 32. Pourbaix diagram for the lead-water-chloride
system (0.1M Cl-) calculated with recent

thermodynamic data (90).
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Figure 35. Raman spectrum of the lead chloride surface
film on lead after 2.5 hours of exposureto O.lM HCI at +0.69V.
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Figure 37. In situ Raman spectra of lead exposed to pH 7,
* 0.1M chloride solution for 18 hours at +0.68,

+0.18, and -0.11V. The spectra indicate
tetragonal, tetragonal plus orthorhombic, and
orthorhombic PbO films respectively. The
feature marked with an asterisk is a grating
ghost.
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Figure 39. Raman spectra of the surface of lead after

exposure in pH 10, 0.1M chloride solution

at +1.07V for 18 hours, and of a KBr pellet
of Pb 3 04.
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Figure 40. Pourbaix diagram of the lead-water-sulfate
system (O.1M sulfate) calculated with

recent thermodynamic data (90).
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Figure 42. Raaman spectra of a) lead in O.AM sulfuric
acid after 20 hours at +O.8OV, b) lead in
0.1M sulfuric acid after 18 hours at -0.26V,

x c) lead sulfate powder.
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Figure 43. Current behavior of lead oxidized in O.M
sulfuric acid at +1.24V for 2 hours whenI exposed to the 488.0 nm. laser line. The

sample has a surface covering of tetragonal

PbO and lead sulfate.
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Figure 44. Current vs. time behavior of lead exposed
to O.1M sulfuric acid at +0.48V.
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Figure 46. Raman spectra of lead exposed to pH 11
sulfate solution for 18.5 hours at -0.34V
recorded with the sample in solution and,
after washing, in air; and the Raman spectrum
of pH 11, 0.1M sulfate solution.
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Figure 51. Raman spectra of the surface of Armco
iron oxidized in air at 250C for 50, 217,
and 380 hours. Full scale on the 50 and
217 hour spectra is 1000 counts/sec., for
the 380 hour spectrum it is 3000 counts/sec.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

,dwfan, spectros,:opy was demonstrated to be an effective

0,i.thod LOL in situ analysis of the composition of thin,

i1•i3olubLe surface films formed on lead in aqueous solutions.

Simpir' imm-rsion and controlled potential exposures of clean

S(-.id sa mples formed several different oxidation products

which were identified. Spectra of thin surface films

(probably as thin as 200 anqstrcms) were found to be

virtually idetntical to spectra of pure compounds in either

loose powder or pellet form. Raman spectra of lead samples

immi•rse(d in ,iqu-ous solutions were identical, although with

sl ;qihtly reduced intensity, to those of the samples when

dry.

In sttu Raman spectroscopy was used to identify the

insoluble oxidation products formed during potentiostatic

exposures tnroughout the different regions of the Pourbaix

didyraws cdlcUlAtcd for lead in water alone, water with

chlorides, and water with sulfates present. The

experimental results did not generally agree with

th'ýruaouynamic predictions. At potentials where lead

immunity was predicted experimental findings agreed, bet, at

higher potentials, where oxidation took place, the products

formed showed numerous disc~epancies from predictions. In

all cases, spectroscopic results and potentiodynamic

polarizdtion curves, the two experimental techniques, agreedj with each other, but rarely did they agree with calculated

IA
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Pourbaix diagr.aws.

UT . rudsotns Or differences tetween experimental and

theor(tical findings aie varied. Effects of the presence of

insoluble surtac.e species were not considered in calculating

thu th-voretical diagrams. Thus, the observation of a

te.tragonal PbO layer beneath a lead sulfate film in sulfuric

acid solution could not have been predicted by the

calculated diagram. The presence of all anions was not

co<;idrcrd. In bicarbonate buffer solutions a carbonate

film was detected in the region where immunity was

pr-edicted, but the predictions were the result of

cdlculatduns which did not consider the carbonate ions.

Other shortcomings of the Pourbaix dia;rams were pointed

out by analyse:s in chloride solutions which identified

oLthorhombic PbO at low potentials and tetragonal PhO at

higher onps. In potassium sulfate solutions, lead sulfate

I: VwS observed at some potentials and PbO at others. In both

cases tio potential dependent reactions between these species

w•tre even considered in geaerating the diagrams.

In general, agreement bctween the Pourbaix diagrams and

experise-ttl results was best for lead exposures in simple

solutiuns, consisting of a very small number of dissolved

species. Simple solutions were the closest to the idealized

systems used for the thermodynamic calculations. The more

cosplex the solutions became, the loss agreement with

Pcurbaix diagrams was found.
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APPENDIX 1.

Description of Vibrational Raman Spectroscopy

Vibrational Raman spectroscopy involves transitions

bt-tween vibrational levels "of a molecule or a unit of a

crystal lattice. The simplest system to use for a modal is

a diatomic molecule; only one chemical bond exists betwee.

the two atoms, and the only vibration possible is stretching

of that bond.

The two lowest vibrational energy levels, the ground

state and the first excited state, are the levels of

interest. A molecule must always vibrate. The ground state

is the lowvst energy level it may attain, and it is assigned

a vibrdtional quantum number, V, of zero. The energy of a

vibrational state is propcrtional to the frequency of

vibration dnd related to the vibrational quantum number,

i..U., E = (V + 1/2) h -Y c

where h is Planck's constant, c is the speed of light, and Y

is the frequency characteristic of that particular

vibration. It can be seen that even in the ground state,

V=O, each molecule has some vibrational energy.

The two lowest vibraticnal energy levels, with V=0 and

SV=1, are shown in Figure 54. Molecules can -absorb light by
going from the lower to the higher level, or they can emit

light by going from the higher to the lower. The energy

corresponding to the absorption of a quantum of light is
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given by

E= - o= h v c

A typical trdnsition tor a diatomic molecule corresponds to

approximdtc1y 2000 cm-1 and the absorption appears in the

ititxared regiou of the electromagnetic spectrum.

An intrarad absorption spectrum is obtained by passing

infrared radiation through a sample. If the sample

molecules have dipole moments (a condition required by

quantum mechanics for optical transitions from one

vibrational level to another) , some of the light will be

absorbeu at the resonance frequency of the molecule, i.e.,

tht- frequency correspondinq to a transition between the V=O

and V=1 levels.

Although a diatomic molecule has only one possible

vibrational mode, nonlinear polyatomic molecules have 3N-6

(where N is the number of atoms in the molecule) excited

levels witi. V=1. A molecule in the ground vibrational level

may be excited to any of the higher levels, each of which

corresponds to a different vibrational mode. Each vibration

has its own characteristic frequency, •, giving each a

different energy, so the infrared absorption spectrum of a

polyatomic molecule represents transitions to the V=1 levels

of a large number of vibrations. An infrared spectrum may

not contain 3N-6 absorption bandsp however, since all of the

excited states may not be accessible through absorption of

intrarL-d radiation.i•;
Thr transitions responsible for Raman scattering are

I ý ------
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trdasitions between the sane vibrational levels but the

pLoc-.ss is more complicated than simple absorption. A

siwpli: picture of some Raman transitions is presented in

Fi.gJur'? 55. When the electric vector of an electrcoagnetic

w,1v-- inteLacts with the electrons surrounding a molecule it

distorts the electron cloud, causing temporary dipole

momants. The sum of the dipole moments induced per unit

volume is called the polarization, P, which is related to

the eltctric field strength, E.

P - E

Th, poldrizability, o. is related to the dielectric constant

1o thf mdterial. Incident radiation in the visible range,

approximately 20,000 cm-', ercites the molecule, inducing a

temporary dipole. In a very short time (10-"1 seconds) the

molecule reemits A photon at the same frequency, - ,

releasing the energy of excitation as Rayleigh scattering,

to return to the ground vibrational level. Some photons are

emittea at a lower frequency, returning the excited molecule

not to the ground state but to the higher vibrational level,

V=1. The energy of the photon emitted corresponds to the

trequency Z - * This type of scattering is called Stokes

j Rdman scattering.

Thcre is a Boltzmann distribution of molecules at all

possible vibrational levels. Thus, even at room

temperature, thnre are alvays some molecules in the V=1I level. ThEse can also be excited by the incident radiation

and either return to the V=1 level, by emitting a photon at

7j-~
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-, or they may return to the V=O level by emitting a photon

at V + -V. The latter transitions are referred to as

aati-Stokez (dman scatterinq.

A typical •iiman spectrum of a diatomic molecule is shown

itt the bottom of Figure 55. It is simply a plot of

scdttL-Ed light intensity versus frequency. The intensity

ot tht anti-Stokps Raman bands depends on thp magnitude of

-, i.e., the greater - , the smaller the number of

molecules in the V=1 level to begin with (Boltzmann

distribution) and the smaller the intensity of the

transition. Normally, because they are much stronger, only

th.i Stokes transitions are used in Raman spectroscopy, i.e.,

only thp le.ft half of the spectrum is used. Furthermore, it

is conventional to plot the frequency difference from the

excitation frequency, -% - (V.-|) =-; , the frequency

corresponding to the energy differences between vibrational

levels.

As in absorption spectroscopy, for polyatomic molecules

trditsitions to some or all of the possible 3N-6 vibrational

levels can take place. For a Raman transition to occur, the

geometry of the molecule in the excited state oust be such

that a change in polarizability has taken place, i.e., the

electron density about the molecule aust be distorted by the

transition. For an absorption of infrarod radiation to 3
occur, the geomptry of the molecqle in the excited state

must be such that a change in the dipole moment has taken

place. Thus, while both Raman and infrared absorption
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sp#!ctra provide information about vibrational transitions,

the two procPsses aire entirely different, and transitions

wh•hich show up stronyly with one are usually weak with the

other. Typically strong infrdred bands are due to

vibrations of polar bonds such as those involving hydrogen,

while strong Raman bands are usually due to species with

ldrge numbers of eltctrons, such as lead compounds.

Since vibrational frequencies are characteristic of the

specific type of vibration (bending, stretching, etc.), the

typz of atoms involved in the bonds, the type of bond, and

any other =nvironuental influences on the electrons involved

in bot.diny, spectra are unique to each cospound or

st&tLcturS. ev-.ry molhcule has its own characteristic Raman

sp.:ctrus which can be used to identify the mclecule,

Vspcifyii:q not only which compound is present, but also

which polyaorph of that compound, and possibly identifying

any dibtortion from the normal structure.

In tnis discussion of Raman spectroscopy a small

molecule has been used as an example to make the explanation

as simple as possible. For the solid species examined in

this research, the spectra are somewhat more complex. In

addition to tae vibrations of the molecules or very small

parts of a crystal, termed the internal. vibrations,
vibrations of entire molecules or larger units of a crystal,

a _.thu external, or lattice vibrations, are also observed.

.•hus, although spe-ctra of solids are more complicated than
i i those of tree molecules, the example of Sasmll molecule is
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compl~etely valid.
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Figure 55. Energy level diagram for a typical
vibrational Raman transition and the
Raman spectrum resulting from such a
transition.
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